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ABSTRACT
The Aquarius/SAC-D mission provided Sea Surface Salinity (SSS), globally over the ocean,
for almost 4 years. As a member of the AQ/SAC-D Cal/Val team, the Central Florida Remote
Sensing Laboratory has analyzed these salinity measurements in the presence of precipitation and
has noted the high correlation between the spatial patterns of reduced SSS and the spatial
distribution of rain. It was determined that this is the result of a cause and effect relation, and not
SSS measurement errors. Thus, it is important to understand these salinity changes due to seawater
dilution by rain and the associated near-surface salinity stratiﬁcation. This research addresses the
effects of rainfall on the Aquarius (AQ) SSS retrieval using a macro-scale Rain Impact Model
(RIM). This model, based on the superposition of a one-dimension eddy diffusion (turbulent
diffusion) model, relates SSS to depth, rainfall accumulation and time since rain. To identify
instantaneous and prior rainfall accumulations, a Rain Accumulation product was developed. This
product, based on the NOAA CMORPH precipitation data set, provides the rainfall history for 24
hours prior to the satellite observation time, which is integrated over each AQ IFOV. In this
research results of the RIM validation are presented by comparing AQ and SMOS measured and
RIM simulated SSS. The results show the high cross correlation for these comparisons and also
with the corresponding SSS anomalies relative to HYCOM.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Prospective of Microwave Measurements of Salinity
Salinity is an important measurement for oceanographers, but it is very challenging to
obtain global sampling. Since the 19th century, oceanographic expeditions from seafaring nations
have routinely measured ocean temperature and ocean salinity using in situ instruments. Yet after
over 125 years of ship borne and buoy measurements, the majority of southern hemisphere oceans
are virtually unmeasured, as shown in Figure 1. This figure is a compilation of all available
measurements of salinity circa 2000, where the color represents the total number of observations
per latitude/longitude box. Note that the red color represents the maximum # samples at > 30 and
the blue color represents the minimum # equal one, and the white pixels are no measurements at
all.

Figure 1: Sampling distribution of all historical surface salinity measurements. Taken from
http://aquarius.umaine.edu/cgi/gal_images.htm?id=9.
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The concept of remote sensing of ocean salinity began in the early airborne remote sensing
research sponsored by the US Navy and NASA during the late 1960’s, when microwave remote
sensing had its beginning. The first airborne measurement was reported by Paris [1968], which
occurred over the Mississippi River Delta in the Gulf of Mexico. These measurements, using an
airborne L-band radiometer, demonstrated potential for salinity measurements, but the microwave
radiometer technology was quite crude by today’s standards and the results were not considered a
credible proof of concept. However, this success paved the way for the first L-band space
observation (S-192 experiment), which occurred on the NASA SkyLab in 1973. These results,
reported by Lerner and Hollinger [1976], showed that the L-band brightness temperature varied
inversely with ocean salinity. While encouraging, this did not provide the justification for further
space exploitation.
The first quantitative salinity measurements occurred in the late 1970’s at the NASA
Langley Research Center where, precision microwave radiometers were developed and airborne
microwave remote sensing field experiments were conducted. A series of airborne experiments,
conducted in the Hampton Rhodes Harbor, demonstrated the feasibility of measuring salinity with
airborne radiometers, using L-band and S-band frequencies [Blume et al., 1978; 1981; Blume and
Kendall, 1982]. Also during this time, laboratory research by Klein and Swift [1997] provided the
model for the dielectric constant of sea water.
Moreover, in the 1970’s the NASA Headquarters Office of Earth Science, began using
satellites with remote sensors for the study of the Earth. The first satellite dedicated to
oceanography was SeaSat-A, launched in 1978 [Evans et al., 2005]; this mission was the
forerunner of many operational and research satellites today that provide vital environmental
2

measurements for oceanographic applications. Because salinity used L-band, which required large
antennas, the technology was not available for any serious consideration for an ocean salinity space
mission.
In the 1990’s, microwave remote sensing research in synthetic aperture radiometry was
conducted at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, which suggested the potential to make
observations from space at long wavelengths practical [Le Vine, 1999]. This technology was
demonstrated during aircraft experiments conducted off shore of the Delaware River plume into
the Atlantic Ocean. Figure 2 show results from this experiment that consisted of in-situ mapping
using shipborne thermosalinographs and remote sensing from NASA’s P-3 aircraft using the
ESTAR L-band radiometer [Le Vine et al., 2001].

Figure 2: Comparison of salinity from the R/V Henlopen ship (blue) and derived from ESTAR measurements
(black) along a track where the aircraft flew over the ship [Jones, 2012].
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While the 1990’s NASA Earth Science observation priorities did not include an ocean
salinity mission, this concept was exploited by the European Space Agency (ESA) that developed
and flew the MIRAS radiometer on the Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Mission [Font et
al., 2010]. Nevertheless, the results of this ESTAR experiment were beneficial for NASA to
develop the advocacy of the ocean and global climate change scientific communities that lead to
the Aquarius Mission sea surface salinity described below.
1.1.1

Measuring Salinity with Microwave Remote Sensing

Microwave radiometers measure the blackbody noise emissions from a surface in terms of
the brightness temperature (Tb), which is the product of the surface emission efficiency
(emissivity, e) and the absolute surface temperature (Tphys) measured in Kelvin as:
𝑇𝑏 = 𝑒 ∗ 𝑇𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑠

(1)

For ocean, the emissivity is a complex (real and imaginary mathematics) quantity that
depends on the dielectric properties of sea water that depend on water physical and chemical
properties (e.g., temperature and salinity) and the electromagnetic (EM) frequency. Further, the
ocean surface emissivity depends the EM wave Fresnel voltage reflection coefficient that is a
function of incidence angle (θ), polarization (H or V), and the dielectric constant of sea water.
Due to the interest in remote sensing salinity, over the last ~40 years the dielectric constant
of sea water at microwave frequencies gained considerable attention [Klein and Swift, 1977; Swift
and McIntosh, 1983]. Although successful, this model is based on a relatively limited set of
measurements at 1.4 GHz; and since for the Aquarius instrument (see Section 1.2) there was a
need for an accurate model function at L-Band, this led to a new set of laboratory experiments
4

[Blanch and Aguasca, 2004; Lang et al., 2008] that focused on measurements at a single frequency
(1.413 GHz) over a range of salinity and temperature.
For the Aquarius instrument (described below), the goal was to measure the thermal
emission at L-band from the ocean and use this signal together with knowledge of the SST to
obtain an estimate of the sea surface salinity (SSS). Conceptually, the procedure is straight
forward; however, in the real world, making the measurement from space involves many additional
issues [LeVine et al., 2015]. More details of the Aquarius mission and its main instrument will be
given in the following section.
1.2

Aquarius Ocean Salinity Mission

Aquarius/SAC-D, a joint earth science program by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Argentine Space Agency - Comisión Nacional de Actividades
Espaciales (CONAE), is a scientiﬁc mission of discovery to provide scientists with long-term
global-scale sea surface salinity (SSS) measurements (see Figure 3), which are important to
understand the global water cycle, ocean circulation and climate [Lagerloef et al., 2008]. Only
within the past decade have satellite missions dedicated to ocean salinity measurements been
ﬂown, starting with the ESA Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission [Font et al., 2010] and
now with NASA/CONAE’s Aquarius (AQ) Mission and the NASA Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) mission (2015 – present).

5

Figure 3: Global salinity image from AQ SSS. Taken from: https://earthdata.nasa.gov/user-resources/sensingour-planet/salt-of-the-sea.

Over the ocean, variations in the water cycle can manifest themselves as decreases or
increases in salinity, where a major driver of these changes is the imbalance between evaporation
and precipitation. Rainfall over the ocean is a central process in the global freshwater cycle, and
the density gradients generated by the freshwater input play an important role in vertical mixing
and horizontal advection of the ocean surface mixed layer over a range of spatial and temporal
scales. The freshening of the ocean surface due to precipitation can be seen in global maps of SSS
shown in Figure 3. Here areas with high rainfall (e.g., within ±10° latitude along the inter-tropical
convergence zone, ITCZ) are coincident with areas of low salinity and regions of high salinity
(e.g., over the mid-latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean) occur in regions with low precipitation and
high evaporation. The transfer of water from these evaporating regions to the precipitating regions
drives the global water cycle, and understanding its dynamics is essential in determining how
weather patterns will respond to changes in global climate. Therefore, accurate global SSS
6

measurements are important to improve numerical models, to better resolve how climate, ocean
circulation, and the water cycle are connected and thereby, improve climate prediction.
The salinity measurement from space is very challenging because of a weak salinity signal
in completion with a number of stronger signals [Le Vine et al., 2007], and from all available
satellite remote sensors, only passive microwave L-band radiometry offers the capability for
reliable SSS measurements. At the operating frequency of 1.4 GHz, the atmosphere, including
rainfall, is for all practical purposes transparent, but the electromagnetic waves only penetrate into
the ocean to a depth of barely 1cm. Fortunately, the L-band ocean black body radiance (brightness
temperature, Tb) changes with the near-surface salinity, which forms the basis for remote sensing
of the SSS.
For the AQ/SAC-D mission, the prime instrument, also named Aquarius (AQ), is an Lband radiometer/scatterometer that from level 2 data (i.e., earth located and calibrated sensor
measurements) produces weekly and monthly global maps of SSS with high spatial resolution and
modest measurement accuracy of 0.2 practical salinity units (psu).
The sensor images the ocean in push-broom fashion with three contiguous antenna beams
(see Figure 4) that have instantaneous ﬁelds of view (IFOV’s) of 76x94 km for the inner beam,
84x120 km for the middle beam and 96x156 km for the outer beam. Given this 390 km swath,
global salinity maps are produced every 103 orbits.
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Figure
4:
Aquarius
three
beam
radiometer
http://nsidc.org/data/docs/daac/aquarius/aq2-sm/index.html.

measurement

geometry.

Taken

from

The AQ measures the ‘‘top of the ionosphere’’ brightness temperature (Tb) and, after
applying several major Tb corrections, the smooth surface brightness temperature is derived and
used to retrieve salinity [Yueh et al., 2014; Meissner et al., 2012].
1.3

CFRSL Aquarius Calibration/Validation Activities

Even before the launch of Aquarius, the Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory
(CFRSL) has been a member of the Aquarius project Calibration/Validation (CAL/VAL) team.
This early work focused on the calibration of the CONAE MicroWave Radiometer (MWR)
[Santos-Garcia et al., 2012; Biswas et al., 2013] and its use to provide an ocean roughness
correction [Hejazin et al., 2012; 2014; 2015].
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However, after >1 year of Aquarius measurements, CFRSL concluded that there were
issues with AQ SSS measurements in the presence of rain [Ebrahimi et al., 2013; Santos-Garcia et
al., 2014a] that were either associated with retrieval errors or with a new scientific discovery. The
following paragraphs are content from CFRSL’s ROSES-13 proposal and describe the research
that led to this dissertation.
Effects of Rainfall on near-surface Salinity Profiles
This work is an extension of research conducted separately at CRFSL and APL-UW under
respective ROSES-2008 NASA Ocean Salinity Science Team (OSST) grants. APL-WU
oceanographers have conducted field micro-scale measurements of near-surface salinity profiles
to characterize dynamic changes after rain events [Asher et al., 2013]. CFRSL has investigated
the macro-scale effects of rainfall on AQ SSS [Aslebagh et al., 2012; 2013; Ebrahimi et al., 2013].
The proposed research was a collaboration to develop empirical models that relate micro-scale,
rain-induced transient changes in near-surface salinity to the corresponding macro-scale changes
in AQ SSS retrievals. In general, the difficulty in interpreting AQ SSS retrievals in the presence of
rain has been an unexpected result within the AQ Cal/Val team investigations.
Role of precipitation on Sea Surface Salinity
Near-surface Ocean Salinity Profiles during Rain: Based on the AQ SSS error analysis
from the critical design review, it is clear that several environmental parameters create significant
L-band Tb errors that must be removed before retrieving SSS. Of these, ocean roughness due to
surface wind speed is the largest single error source, and oceanic rain is the second greatest. For
rain there are two effects, namely: instantaneous ocean roughening by rain (splash effect) and an
9

electromagnetic (EM) impedance mismatching effect. The latter is the result of a layer of fresh
water (on top of the sea water) that can be created during intense rainfall as is shown in Figure
5. The effect of this rain/water layer depends on the unknown layer thickness, and the resulting
retrieved SSS could increase or decrease, compared to the true bulk salinity at 1-5 m depth.
In recent years, oceanographic studies by Cravatte et al. [2009] and Durack et al. [2012]
have shown that observed trends in SSS variability are linked to precipitation over the ocean.
Those studies agreed in the existence of regions of high SSS, where evaporation dominates such
as the western Coral Sea, and patterns of low SSS regions, in rainfall-dominated areas, like the
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zones. The change in the total of global fresh water is comparable
with the excess rainfall produced in the near surface layers, which are normally stratified.

Figure 5: Fresh rain-water layer on top of sea following a rainfall event.

Additionally, with the measurements of in situ salinity at 1, 5 and 10 meters depths, Henocq
et al. [2010] have found differences of salinity of 0.1 to 0.5 psu (practical salinity unit) in 20% of
the cases. Phenomenon that was previously suggested by the Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere
10

Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) [Soloviev and Lukas, 1996]
where it was found that large freshening of several tenths of a psu can be developed in the first
meters of the ocean after a heavy rain. As a continuation on the study of those discoveries Reverdin
et al. [2012] completed an analysis using surface drifters at depths between 15 – 50 cm, showing
a vertical depth increment in salinity (0.1 psu fresher at 15 cm than at 45 cm depth,), concluding
that the salinity gradient typically disappeared after four hours.
The measurements of SSS from AQ instrument are representative of the first cm of the
ocean sea surface, whereas in situ measurements are at a few meters depth (e.g., un-modified
ARGO floats typically do not measure salinity at depths less than a few meters). With the inclusion
of new profilers and surface drifters that measure up to a few cm depth [Asher et al., 2013,
Reverdin et al., 2012]. Thus, the main geophysical source of variability between satellite SSS and
in situ salinity are expected to be caused by vertical salinity gradients especially during rain
events, which are expected to occur between 1 cm and 1 m. Moreover, as is discussed by Boutin
et al. [2013], the greatest differences found between SMOS SSS and the ARGO buoys occurred
over areas where rainfall was detected by satellite radiometers (SSM/I F16 and F17). Boutin
recommended the importance of understanding the influence of recent rainfall on satellite SSS
retrievals and on near-surface vertical salinity structure.
Using a wave-rider profiler towed behind an oceanographic vessel, Asher et al. [2013]
measured salinity gradients between 5 cm to 2 m depth that were caused by rain events. Based
upon these micro-scale measurements, he formulated a time-dependent 1D diffusion model
(Figure 6) that related vertical salinity profile to rain rate and relative time since rainfall occurred.
At the earliest time (t1), the red curve with lowest value of SSS, produced the largest salinity
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gradient between the surface and ~ 0.8 m. As time increased (t2 – t4), the SSS became saltier, the
gradient was reduced, and it extended to a greater depth until the profile was well-mixed after a
period of 1-2 hrs. Thus, on the micro-scale, it is suggested that rainfall can produce transient
effects that dissipate in a few hours, and the spatial extent of rain gradients have similar horizontal
scales as the rain cells (1 – 10 km).

Figure 6: One-Dimension Salinity Gradient Evolution Model

Proposed Near-surface Salinity Research: In the presence of rain, the interpretation of
satellite SSS and the near surface ocean salinity profile is not well understood. First, as discussed
above, there are electromagnetic effects (rain splash roughness and possible layered media
matching) that can produce significant errors in the current AQ retrieval algorithms. Second, even
if these effects are taken into account, there are transient temporal effects (fresh water mixing)
that occur as the near-surface salinity profile adjusts to the steady-state value. Finally, for many
oceanographic applications, the desired measurement is the bulk salinity at a depth of 1-5 m. So,
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the question is: “how to estimate the bulk salinity, given an AQ satellite SSS measurement and
knowledge of the rainfall history that occurred over the AQ IFOV?”
Since this is not an analytically tractable problem, it was proposed to derive an empirical
relationship between micro-scale and macro-scale salinity effects, given the rainfall history over
the AQ IFOV, which will characterize the near-surface salinity profile (NSSP). The proposed
research involves: first, the collaborative work with William Asher, APL-UW and the use of his
robust, time-dependent, 1D diffusion model to characterize the near-surface salinity, second, the
characterization of the temporal/spatial rainfall environment for each AQ observation, and third,
the derivation of an empirical relationship between micro-scale and macro-scale salinity effects,
given the rainfall history over the AQ IFOV.
The results of our NSSP algorithm research will be applicable to other satellite SSS
measurements, such as the European Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS).
Thus, this dissertation research is a part of the Calibration/Validation activities of the AQ
mission; and as such, it addresses the effects of precipitation on the corresponding retrieval of SSS
by Aquarius. An important objective of this research is to determine whether the observed regions
of reduced SSS are associated with remote sensing retrieval errors or whether they are realistic
scientiﬁc observations. Results will be presented herein that address this important issue.
1.4

Research Objective

The objective of this dissertation is to understand the effect of rain on the AQ measurement
of the sea surface salinity and to answer the question: “Is it retrieval error or science?”
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Regardless of the answer, the process is to develop a data processing algorithm that models
the macro-scale effect of rain accumulation over the AQ beam IFOV prior to the overpass of the
AQ/SAC-D satellite and also that includes the effects instantaneous rain rate simultaneous with
the AQ brightness temperature measurements. For this dissertation, the approach taken is to:
Develop an analytical “Rain Impact Model (RIM)” that accounts for the physical processes
of salinity stratification,
1. Develop an analytical “Rain Impact Model (RIM)” that accounts for the physical
processes of salinity stratification,
2. Validate this RIM algorithm with empirical observations,
3. Use this RIM to partition the effects into instrument measurement errors and sea
surface salinity physical effects, and
4. Provide a quality control flag for users of the AQ L-2 science data product to
provide guidance concerning the interpretation of the AQSSS measurements.
In CFRSL’s NASA sponsored ocean salinity research, the ultimate goal is to develop a
robust model that assimilates; the AQ retrieved sea surface salinity (AQSSS), the rain accumulation
(RA) history, and the ocean wind speed history, to estimate the bulk salinity at 1, 3, 5 and 10 m
depth. However, the scope of this dissertation is limited to developing a physics-based model to
explain the observed AQ sea surface salinity measurements after/during rain, which is the ﬁrst step
toward understanding the complex relationship between SSS, bulk ocean salinity and local air/sea
interactions.
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1.5 Dissertation Overview
The distribution of this document is as follows:
1. Chapter 2 presents a description of the impact of rain on the AQ SSS measurement
and a discussion of the importance of the near surface salinity stratiﬁcation;
2. Chapter 3 describes the Rain Accumulation (RA) product that provides ancillary
surface rain measurements for this study;
3. Chapter 4 explains the main approach of this research ‘‘The Rain Impact Model for
SSS Simulation’’;
4. Chapter 5 discusses model validation, and
5. ﬁnally Chapter 6 presents conclusions and a discussion of future research.
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CHAPTER 2: IMPACT OF RAIN
2.1 Rain Effects on Satellite Salinity Measurements
The effect of precipitation on the measured L-band ocean Tb is three-fold, namely it:
(1) increases the opacity of the atmosphere and scattering of the up-welling radiance,
(2) introduces a small-scale surface roughness (splash-effect and dampening of
capillary/short gravity waves), and
(3) creates a surface layer of fresh water that dilutes the near-surface salinity and
produces a transient vertical salinity gradient.
Thus, all three effects can cause changes in the ocean brightness temperature measurement;
but only the ﬁrst and second effects, if not properly accounted for, would result in corresponding
SSS retrieval errors.
According to Miranda et al. [2003], the atmospheric effects are negligible, even for extreme
rain rates of 100–200 mm/h which are quite rare. Moreover, the AQ Level-1 algorithm [Meissner
et al., 2011; 2014] uses near-simultaneous rain rates from several sources to provide an
atmospheric correction to the AQ Tb, and the residual error associated with this correction is
estimated to be negligible on the retrieved SSS.
Concerning the second effect, the splash-effect brightness temperature errors ΔTb are
small, but they are not negligible and become important in the tropics where the surface wind
speeds are light. For example, Miranda et al. [2003] report changes in ΔTbs of ~0.1 K
(corresponding to ~0.08 psu) for calm winds of 1–3 m/s and rain rates of 200 mm/h. As wind speed
increases to 10 m/s, the effects become smaller ~0.03–0.05 K at 200 mm/h, and for lower rain rates
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of ~50 mm/h, the magnitude of the rain correction becomes approximately 1 order of magnitude
less (~0.01–0.02 K).
In addition, Tang et al. [2013] studied this effect on Aquarius retrievals identifying it as a
possible source of error. In her analysis that uses both active (scatterometer) and passive
(radiometer) measurements, she found that it was not possible to explicitly separate whether or not
the contributions of radiometer excess emissivity came from rain-induced roughness or salinity
change caused by freshwater lensing. Furthermore, the CAP algorithm [Yueh et al., 2014],
developed at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, produces two sets of SSS (with or without rain correction)
based on an empirical ocean roughness correction algorithm. These data have been used by Tang
et al. [2014] to continue research in this regard.
However, for purposes of the empirical validation of this dissertation research, we have
performed the comparison analysis using the NASA Aquarius science data product: AQ L2 data
version 3.0, which does not include a rain splash correction but does include a scatterometer
roughness correction.
2.2

Near-Surface Salinity Stratification

Unfortunately, there is a signiﬁcant mismatch between the radiometric sampling depth of
approximately 0.01 m and the typical depth range of 1 m to 10 m where salinity is measured by in
situ instruments. There is empirical evidence that pond of fresher rain water at the ocean surface
can cause problems in comparing in situ observations to the SSS measured by L-band satellite
remote sensors to in situ observations [Boutin et al., 2013]. While significant progress has been
made by the oceanographic science community in understanding the micro-scale effects of rain on
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the salinity stratification, at the macro-scale over the remote sensor IFOV, the details of how the
freshwater from rainfall is advected and mixed in the ocean, along with the importance of rain
beamfill (area fraction) on satellite measurements of SSS, are not well understood.
While rain creates a fresher layer of water at the ocean surface, both the depth of this layer
and the change in salinity with respect to depth evolve as a function of time at a rate determined
by the inﬂux of fresh water (rain accumulation) and by ocean wave mixing, which is correlated
with the surface wind speed and significant ocean wave height. When winds are light (under calm
seas), the influx of rain water causes a strong gradient in salinity with the freshest water found
within a few tens of centimeters of the surface. At higher wind speeds, the near surface layer
rapidly homogenizes to form a slightly fresher surface layer, extending a few meters below the
surface with constant salinity. Empirical evidence by Asher [Asher et al., 2014], based on in situ
salinity measurements at a surface wind speed of 2 m/s, show that the rain-induced salinity gradient
can be as large as 2 psu, between a depth of 1 m and the surface for rain rates on the order of 20
mm/h. However, even at low wind speeds, this gradient can be reduced via eddy diffusion, and
further because rain is spatially heterogeneous, this effect is signiﬁcantly reduced when averaged
over the AQ beam IFOV (~100 km diameter circle).
The conceptual behavior of the near-surface salinity proﬁle as a function of time at low
wind speeds (~0–3 m/s) as given by the model proposed by Asher et al. [2014] is shown in n the
left-hand panel of Figure 7 (left). Measurements of the concentration of raindrop-generated
bubbles [Ho et al., 2000] and of the turbulence dissipation rate at the water surface in the presence
of rain [Zappa et al., 2009] both show the upper few centimeters of the water surface are well
mixed due to surface mixing from turbulence generated by the impact of the raindrops, which
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suggests that salinity would also be constant. Therefore, consistent with these measurements, the
salinity proﬁle shown in Figure 7 has nearly constant salinity in the upper few centimeters. Below
this surface layer, the salinity increases rapidly to approach the bulk value following a onedimensional eddy diffusion process.
On the other hand, the conceptual behavior of the salinity proﬁle at higher wind speeds (>
4 m/s) is shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 7, here the surface mixing from the wind stress
results in a uniform salinity through a surface layer of a few meters that rapidly mixes downward.
The important feature of both proﬁles is that if the bulk salinity is measured in the layer below the
rain-affected fresh surface layer, there will be a fresh-bias in the remotely sensed salinity, although
with increasing time this salinity anomaly is considerably reduced to be typically < 0.1 psu.

Figure 7: Typical proﬁles of the rain-induced near-surface salinity anomaly for: (left) a wind speed of 1 m/s as
a function of time; and (right) for a wind speed of 7 m/s at the same times. Vertical diffusivities were taken
from Asher et al. [2014].
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Thus, if AQ measures SSS, when a ‘‘fresh-surface’’ proﬁle is present, the radiometric
retrieval of SSS would not be representative of the desired bulk salinity steady state value (i.e.,
weekly average) that would be measured by an in situ sensor in the ocean layer between 5 and 10
m depth. Therefore, rainfall introduces a transient condition, whereby the processes of diffusion
and mechanical mixing by ocean waves take place. After several hours, the ocean becomes slightly
lower in salinity (assimilation of fresh water) and the SSS vertical proﬁle in the upper 5 - 10 m
depth is restored to a predictable value. However, since AQ samples each ocean pixel only once
in 7 days, it is important to characterize the spatial/temporal effect of rain in order to prevent
misinterpretation of the AQ SSS measured to be representative of the bulk salinity.
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CHAPTER 3: AQ RAIN ACCUMULATION PRODUCT
The objective of the AQ Rain Accumulation (RA) product is to provide an ancillary data
set that aids users of AQ L-2 data, hereafter deﬁned as AQSSS, to better understand the salinity
stratiﬁcation changes due to rain. This product provides the rain history over the previous 24 h to
the AQ measurement time (T0) and provides a quantitative estimate of the surface salinity
stratification.
During the initial development phase of the RA project [Aslebagh et al., 2012; 2013], the
precipitation source was the TRMM (NASA - Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) product
3B42, which is a 0.25° gridded product between ±50° in latitude. The global rain composite uses
exclusively cross-calibrated rain observations from microwave radiometers aboard the DMSP 13–
15 (SSM/I) and 16–18 (SSM/IS), the NOAA-15–18 (AMSU-B), GCOM-W (AMSR-2) and
TRMM (TMI) satellites, and it includes TRMM-adjusted merged-infrared (IR) precipitation. This
product was rain validated [Huffman et al., 2006; Islam et al., 2005; Laurent et al., 2013], and it
provides root-mean-square (RMS) precipitation-error estimates for pixels.
The disadvantage of 3B42 is the time resolution of 3 hours, which requires that the rain
maps be linearly interpolated in time to produce the desired 30 min sampling. Aslebagh performed
an analysis comparing interpolated rain images (6 hours apart) to 3B42 images that were half-way
in time. The results showed that in general the rain patterns were quite similar but displaced ±1-2
pixels. This implied that the rain propagation through out the global image was not linear in time,
and the assumed constant propagation speed for a given rain pixel created errors in the actual
location at a given time that propagated too far in some cases and not far enough in others. Also
in this process the magnitude of the rain was also interpolated.
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Further, additional comparisons were made between interpolated 3B42 images and
selected rain events observed by WindSat. This comparison selected strong rain patterns associated
with weather fronts that had peak rain rates between 10 – 20 mm/h averaged over the 25 km pixel.
For these comparisons, similar misregistration was observed, which translated to differences in
rain rates for the corresponding pixel location. The histogram of the rain rate differences was
approximately gaussian with a standard deviation of ~ 2 mm/h.
Later we abandoned the 3B42 in favor of the NOAA CMORPH (CPC-Climate Prediction
Center-Morphing technique) [Joyce et al., 2004]. This is a global precipitation data set is available
on 0.25° Lat/Lon grid with a 0.5 hour time step that is collocated with the L2 AQ product on an
earth-based grid ± 60° in latitude. As the case for 3B42, CMORPH uses exclusively crosscalibrated rain observations from microwave radiometers aboard the DMSP 13–15 (SSM/I) and
16–18 (SSM/IS), the NOAA-15–18 (AMSU-B), GCOM-W (AMSR-2) and TRMM (TMI)
satellites. Given this constellation of microwave radiometers, a global rainfall image results in
approximately every 3 hours, but between microwave observation times, rain features are
propagated using cloud tracking information obtained from geostationary satellites VIR
(visible/infrared) imagery.
This process (See Figure 8) involves a time-weighting interpolation between microwavederived rain features (morphing technique), that have been propagated forward in time from the
previous microwave observation and those that have been propagated backward in time from the
following microwave observation [Joyce et al., 2004]. As a result, the CMORPH precipitation
estimation is developed at very high spatial and temporal resolution, which results in a global
rainfall product every 0.5 hours.
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Figure 8: Rain accumulation ﬂow diagram.
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As discussed above, CMORPH uses cross-calibrated rain observations from different
satellite microwave radiometers, and the resulting global rain product has been validated by Dinku
et al. [2008, 2010]. Never the less, it was decided to perform an independent validation using an
independent satellite source WindSat [Gaiser et al., 2004], which is not included in CMORPH
input data.
For this analysis, several WindSat observed rain events were selected and cross-correlated
with the closest CMORPH time. Overall the spatial cross-correlation was excellent with
corresponding correlation values higher than 83%. Figure 9 shows an example of the descending
passes of WindSat for 24 hours and the corresponding CMORPH collocation for those orbits.
The rain event located inside the red circle corresponds to the example presented in Figure
10. For this figure, the upper panels are the corresponding WindSat (left) and CMORPH (right)
rain images. The bottom panel shows the 2D cross-correlation function for different lags in latitude
and longitude. The maximum correlation of 86% occurs at zero lags, which speaks very favorably
for the geolocation for both images.
Therefore, given the global availability and high time resolution in the CMORPH
precipitation product, it is possible to build the rainfall history associated with each AQSSS retrieval.
The beta version of this RA product was initially released on January 2015 at PO.DAAC (Physical
Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center - http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/aquarius) that uses
the approximation that each AQ beam has the same circular shape (~100 km diameter).
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Figure 9: Global maps of precipitation. Upper panel presents the descending WindSat passes on a daily map.
The lower panel shows the respectively CMORPH collocation. The red circle shows the rain event of interest.
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Figure 10: Comparison between WindSat and CMORPH by normalized cross-correlation comparison. This
corresponds to the area marked by the red circle in the Figure 9
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The average instantaneous rain rate is calculated using a structure of 13 CMORPH pixels
around the center of the AQ IFOV, as is shown in the Figure 11. The weight associated with each
pixel is based on the antenna radiometric main beam efﬁciency given by Clymer [2015] and
presented in Table 1.
This RA data product is an overlay of the AQ L-2 science data product (SSS retrieval) that
contains the following:
(1)

relative probability of salinity stratiﬁcation (PS),

(2)

rain beam fraction (BF),

(3)

instantaneous rain rate (IRR) averaged over the IFOV,

(4)

rain accumulation (RA), and

(5)

surface wind speed (WS),

which are interpolated to the corresponding 48 CMORPH times (the justiﬁcation for this choice is
found in the following sections). The BF represents the area weighted percentage of the beam that
exceeds an IRR threshold of 0.25 mm/h. The WS, taken from the AQ L2 product, is the
instantaneous wind speed at the ocean surface estimated by the AQ scatterometer. For the other 48
half-hour samples, the NOAA numerical weather model NCEP GDAS wind speed is used, which
is available every 6 h. The relative probability of stratiﬁcation will be explained in Section 4.2 of
this dissertation.
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Figure 11: Spatial model used to calculate average instantaneous rain rate and rain accumulation over an AQ
IFOV. Boxes are 0.25° lat/lon grid cells.

Table 1: Weight coefficients base on the antenna radiometric beam efficiency [Clymer et al., 2014; 2015]

Coefficient Number

Weight Coefficient

W1

0.0332

W2

0.0295

W3

0.0263

W4

0.0215
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Figure 12 presents an example of the instantaneous rain rate over the AQ foot print for all
the ascending orbits during a day. The red circle identifies the location of the a rain event shown
in the zoomed window in the lower part. This global image is restricted in latitude by ±60° because
the CMORPH product is only produced in this latitude range. Furthermore, the Figure 13 gives
the rain history for the zoomed area, which has 9 sub-plots showing the IRR and the rain
accumulation in time intervals of 3 hours (e.g., RA3 is the rain accumulation for the 3 hours prior
to the AQ sample, and RA6 the rain accumulation between 3 to 6 hours prior).

Figure 12: Global image of the rain rate over the AQ foot print for one day. The red circle is used as reference
of the magnified area on the global context.
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Figure 13: Instantaneous rain rate and rain accumulation in 3 hour average for a portion of an AQ orbit on
the ITCZ area. This figure represents the rain accumulation for the area inscribed by the red circle in the
Figure 12.
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CHAPTER 4: RAIN IMPACT MODEL FOR SSS SIMULATION
4.1

Theoretical Background

Oceanic in situ measurements typically occur at a few meters from the surface (e.g., ARGO
ﬂoats typically do not measure salinity at depths less than ~ 5 meters), whereas AQSSS
measurements are representative of 0.01 m (penetration depth of L-band microwaves). As it was
presented in the ROSES-13 proposal in section 1.3.1, only recently data have been available from
new proﬁlers and surface drifters that measure up to a few tens of cm in depth [Reverdin et al.,
2012]. Studies have suggested that the main geophysical source of variability between satellite
SSS and in situ salinity, especially after rainfall, is caused by vertical salinity gradients
(stratiﬁcation) that occur between 1 cm and a few meters. Moreover, as discussed by Boutin et al.
[2013], the greatest differences found between SMOS SSS and the ARGO buoys occurred over
areas where rainfall was detected by satellite radiometers (SSM/IS F16 and F17).
According to Cravatte et al. [2009] and Durack et al. [2012], the change in the total global
fresh water is comparable with the excess rainfall produced in the near surface layers, which are
normally stratiﬁed. Henocq et al. [2010] have reported that in rainy regions, in situ salinity
measured at 1, 5 and 10 m depths differ by 0.1 – 0.5 psu in 20% of the cases. In fact, large
freshening of several tenths of a psu can develop in the ﬁrst few meters of the ocean after a heavy
rain; as was observed during the Tropical Oceans Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean Atmosphere
Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) [Soloviev and Lukas, 1996]. Additionally, Reverdin et al.
[2012] reported tropical ocean measurements of the sea surface salinity freshening in a depth
interval of 15 – 50 cm using surface drifters. Their study revealed that the water was around 0.1
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psu fresher at 15 cm than at 45 cm depth, and also, concluded that the salinity gradient typically
disappeared after four hours.
In this dissertation research, an empirical forward Rain Impact Model (RIM) has been
derived to estimate the macro-scale salinity effects of rainfall on AQSSS retrievals. RIM was
developed using an empirically derived rainfall history averaged over the AQSSS observations and
a micro-scale model for the in situ near- surface salinity proﬁles [Santos-Garcia et al., 2014a;
2014b; Tang et al., 2015]. In this sense, by developing the AQ Rain Accumulation (RA) Product,
the temporal and spatial oceanic rainfall environment was obtained, and a detailed rain history was
obtained at each AQ IFOV for the previous 24 hours. By combining the AQSSS measurements with
the RA product, it is possible to examine the effects of instantaneous and accumulated rain on SSS
retrievals.
The Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) salinity (at ~10 m depth) was used as a
reference to which the AQSSS is compared. HYCOM was developed at the Naval Research
Laboratory in collaboration with the University of Miami, and the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. It has a horizontal resolution of 0.080° or 9 Km and its conﬁgured to combine three
vertical coordinate models: depths (z levels), density (isopycnal layers) and terrain-following
(sigma-levels). HYCOM combines all three approaches by choosing the optimal distribution at
every grid point and time step. It extends the isopycnic models traditional geographic range of
applicability toward shallow coastal areas and unstratiﬁed parts of the ocean, but also maintains
the considerable advantages of an isopycnal model in stratiﬁed regions, which can provide more
vertical resolution near the surface, thereby producing a better model of the upper ocean
characteristics.
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HYCOM is a highly sophisticated model, including a series of physical processes and
incorporating numerical techniques that are optimal for dynamically different regions of the ocean.
It uses as inputs surface wind stress, air temperature, and speciﬁc humidity from dew-point
temperature, sea level pressure, and short-wave and long-wave radiances. Surface heat ﬂux is
calculated using Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) ﬁelds and
bulk parameterization of latent and sensible heat ﬂux. A large amount of these data are obtained
from remote sensing, but they are not sufﬁcient for specifying the sub-surface variability. For this
purpose, data are obtained from XBTs, CTDs, and proﬁling ﬂoats like ARGO, in the form of
vertical salinity and temperature proﬁles. These data provide valuable information about the
vertical stratiﬁcation, but they are too sparse, and therefore not enough for modeling horizontal
variability. Even together, these data sets are insufﬁcient to completely determine the state of the
ocean thereby having to exploit prior knowledge in the form of statistics determined from past
observations as well as modeling of ocean dynamics. By combining all of these observations
through data assimilation into an ocean model it is possible to produce a dynamically consistent
depiction of the ocean [Chassignet et al., 2006].
According to the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) the salinity measurement
accuracy by well calibrated and maintained TSGs and CTDs, is 0.002 psu [Saunders et al., 1991].
On the other hand, ARGO ﬂoats have an accuracy in the salinity measurements of 0.01 psu [Riser
et al., 2008]. However, these sparsely separated observations introduce an unknown
temporal/spatial interpolation uncertainty in HYCOM that is ignored in this research.
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Because AQSSS is strongly affected by rainfall within the previous 24 hours and HYCOM
is not affected, the latter can be used as a reference to assess changes due to rain:
∆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐴𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝑌𝐶𝑂𝑀

(2)

where HYCOM surface salinity is interpolated to the time and location of every AQ IFOV in
Aquarius data ﬁles [Meissner et al., 2011].

4.2 Rain Impact Model Description
As described in Chapter-1, the objective of this dissertation is the analysis of the effect of
rain on the L-band remotely sensed sea surface salinity. Specifically, this involves the
developments of a physics-based model to explain the observed AQSSS measurements after/during
rain, which is the ﬁrst step toward understanding the complex relationship between SSS, bulk
ocean salinity and local air/sea interactions.
First, in order to develop the RIM, it was necessary to examine the effect of rain at the
micro-scale (over distances of cm to m) to model how the surface impulse of freshwater from a
rain event will affect the SSS as a function of time. For simplicity, in this dissertation, we only
consider the vertical mixing of the freshwater downward using a one-dimensional stratiﬁcation
model [Asher et al., 2014]. This model assumes that the surface salinity proﬁle is a function of
depth and time, S(z, t) that can be thought of as a dilution process, where salinity is controlled by
the downward vertical diffusion of a pulse of freshwater delivered to the ocean surface.
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Based on this assumption, Asher et al. [2014] have argued that S(z, t) is given by:

𝑆(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑆0 𝑑0 ∗ (𝑑0 +

𝑅
√𝐾𝑧

𝑒
∗𝑡

−𝑧 2⁄
4𝐾𝑧 𝑡 )

−1

(3)

where, z (m) is depth, t (s) is time, S0 (psu) is the initial bulk salinity taken from HYCOM, d0 (m)
is the characteristic mixing depth for the pulse of freshwater, Kz (m2/s) is the vertical eddy
diffusivity coefﬁcient (assumed to be constant), and R (m2) is the rain surface impulse function
deﬁned to be the rain accumulation (in meters) at time t0 integrated with respect to depth over d0
[Crank, 1975]. Recognizing that the AQSSS represents the average salinity over the L-band
penetration depth of approximately 0.01 m, the value z = 0.005 m was selected to simulate the SSS
measurement. Also, following Asher et al. [2014], it was assumed that d0 = 1 m and the diffusivity
coefficient Kz = 1 × 10-4 (m2/s).
Based on a comprehensive analysis of a year-long time series of the AQSSS observations
and the RA product, it is hypothesized that only rain accumulation within the previous 24 hours
has a measurable effect on AQSSS Figure 14 shows the latitude series over the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) of case of study during January of 2012. This sub-plot has 6 panels that
compare the salinity values with the rain history in the latitude range between -2° and 14°.
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Figure 14: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 23
January 2012—AQ Orbit #2—Beam 1.
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The first panel presents the SSS from AQ in blue, compared with the HYCOM values in
black. The black line with dots shows the averaged HYCOM value over the AQ foot print that is
calculated in AQ L2-Product. In addition, the black line with diamonds presents the averaged
HYCOM value over the AQ foot print for the previous AQ cycle (i.e. with a time difference of 7
days). This HYCOM comparison has two purposes: first, to identify the latitude interval where
current HYCOM and AQ SSS are different (between 3.8° and 9° in latitude), and secondly, to
show that the differences found between HYCOM and AQ SSS are not the result of an artifact
coming from HYCOM. In this regard it is important to note that the HYCOM values (one week
apart) are nearly identical (except for the region of 9° to 11° where the previous samples were
higher by < 0.5 psu).
The second panel presents the instantaneous rain rate in mm/h. As discussed in Chapter 3,
these rain values are from CMORPH that have been weighted averaged over the AQ footprint. The
instantaneous rain rate shows significant rain activity between 5° to 11° latitude.
The third panel shows the rain accumulation in mm for the previous 6 hours associated
with the AQ sample. Recognizing that the rain product calculates the average rain accumulation
over the AQ footprint using a time window of 30 minutes; thus, this value in the third panel
corresponds to the summation of 12 records of rain. Significant rain activity is detected between
4° to 9° latitude.
Similarly, the forth panel shows the RA over the AQ foot print, but now between the 6- 12
hours prior to the AQ sample time, indicating a significant rain activity between 3° to 10° latitude.
Finally, the last panel shows the RA over the AQ foot print between the 12 – 24 hours prior
to the AQ sampling time. Significant rain activity is identified between 3° to 9° latitude.
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Note that the shape of the AQSSS (panel 1) in the latitude interval 5°– 11° correlates well with
the inverse of the IRR (panel 2). Suggesting that the instantaneous rain is a strong driver of the
AQSSS reduction. On the other hand, there is also a measurable influence of rain over latitudes
between 3° and 10°, where AQSSS correlates with the RA for 0 – 6, 6 – 12, and 12 – 24 hours
(panels 3-6). Similar features can be observed for the majority of the cases studied with higher
correlation existing between AQSSS and the instantaneous rain rate in most of the cases. These subplots reﬂect the significant inﬂuence of the rainfall over the full range of 0 – 24 hours. Other cases
will be discussed in detail below and additional cases can be found in Chapter 5.
Figure 15 presents a cross-correlation (scatter diagram) of the ΔSSS (psu) as a function of
instantaneous CMORPH Rain Rate (mm/h), where the left sub-plot corresponds to samples for
latitudes between ±15° and the right sub-plot latitudes of ±35°. These sub-plots have slopes
(ΔSSS/ΔIRR) with respect to CMORPH rain rates of -0.36 psu/mm/h and -0.21 psu/mm/h, which
results in a freshening of 3.6 psu and 2.1 psu for an IRR of 10 mm/h, for the left and right subplots, respectively.
These results are in accord with the SMOS observations presented by Boutin et al. [2013],
and by Boutin et al. [2015], which are the consensus opinion of the Satellite and In-Situ Salinity
Working Group (SISS: http://siss.locean-ipsl.upmc.fr/). Once the roughness and atmospheric
effects were removed, for SMOS SSS measurements accompanied by rain, they concluded that the
influence of instantaneous rainfall translate into a S/R of approximately −0.15 psu/mm/h.
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Figure 15: Scattersub-plot between IRR and ΔSSS 5 AQ - HYCOM. The comparison for samples at (left) ±15°
and (right) ±35° in latitude. The red dashed lines present the linear ﬁtting.

Because of the high correlation of the meridional variations in both rainfall and AQSSS, we
have developed a Rain Impact Model (RIM) that integrates the effects of both the instantaneous
rain rate and rain accumulation over the previous 0–24 hour period. The micro-scale physical
principles of RIM are presented schematically in Figure 16, where the top panel shows S(z, t)
calculated using equation (3) for several different times. In this panel each of the sub-plots are
spaced in time for 1 hour from left to right, showing how the salinity diffusion occurs after a rain
event demarcated by the initial sub-plot in blue. In addition, the red horizontal bar represents the
depth z = 0.005 m which is the depth of our interest and it is better visualized in the middle panel.
The middle panel shows a time series of SSS at z = 0.005 m also calculated using Equation
(3) after a single rain event. The sub-plot is representing an scenario where at time = 0 a rain event
happened, then, at the radiometric measurement depth, the downward diffusion of the fresh-water
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pulse results in an initial decrease in salinity that is very large, but as time progresses the SSS
asymptotically approaches a value slightly fresher than its value pre-rainfall.
Finally, the lower panel expands the time frame, including the rain activity over the 24
hour prior to To. This sub-plot symbolizes the RIM approach that uses the superposition effect of
the rain over the previous 24 hour as a strategy to estimate the stratification on the sample area.
In RIM, the effect of successive rain events is modeled as a series of impulse functions that
act as successive dilutions, each governed by Equation (3). This is shown schematically in Figure
16 (bottom), where multiple rain events occurring at 0.5 hour intervals and weighted by the
CMORPH rain rate are superimposed. Each event contributes a separate dilution of salinity, and
the resulting net effect is calculated as the product of successive applications of Equation (3)
[Asher et al., 2014] starting with the initial HYCOM salinity S0. In RIM up to 49 rain events (each
with its own freshwater impulse) are evaluated at the AQ measurement time t0 (shown as the
shaded box in Figure 16, bottom). From this, SSS simulated with RIM (RIMSSS) is given by:

𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑧) =

𝑆0 [∏48
𝑖=1 (1

+

𝑅1𝑖
√𝐾𝑧 ∗𝑡𝑖

−𝑧 2⁄
4𝐾𝑧 𝑡𝑖 )
𝑒

∗ (1 +

𝑅2
√𝐾𝑧 ∗𝑡0

−𝑧 2⁄
4𝐾𝑧 𝑡0 )]
𝑒

−1

(4)

where it is assumed that d0 = 1 m, z = 0.005 m, Kz = 1 × 10-4 (m2/s), n is the total number of rain
events in the 24 h prior to t0 that in this implementation are equally separated in time by half-hour,
ti is the time between each CMORPH rain event and t0, and R1i and R2 are the rain impulse functions
for each CMORPH rain event.
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Figure 16: Rain Impact Model for a single rain event: based on superposition of one dimensional
stratiﬁcation model given by Asher et al. [2014].
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The formulation has two main product terms, the ﬁrst is the product of 48 factors that
accounts for the dilution of surface salinity due to rain for the previous 24 hours until t0. The R1i
function is equal to the product of c1 (an empirical coefﬁcient equals to 5.7), RA (the corresponding
rain accumulation) and d0. At the same time, the RA is calculated for each of those 48 events as
the product of their IRR and tc, which is a time incremental vector of 48 elements where the ﬁrst
element is equal to 600 seconds that increases in steps of 25 seconds until reaching 1775 s.
In equation (4), the second product term accounts for the effect of the instantaneous rain
rate, where the R2 function is calculated as the product of c2 (second empirical coefﬁcient equals
to 1/11), the RA and d0, under the assumption that it has been raining with the IRR at t0 during the
last 1800 s. Further, concerning the surface expression of SSS, each rain event causes a decrease
in SSS cumulative with the effect of each past rain event. Thereby, the current value of SSS
decreases with time and magnitude of its freshwater impulse.
Although the main purpose of RIM is to estimate SSS at a depth of 0.005 m, the model also
is used to estimate the probability of stratiﬁcation for the corresponding AQSSS measurement. For
this calculation, the model is run using a depth of 10 m that corresponds approximately to the depth
of HYCOM surface salinity. Next, a delta salinity value is calculated between the RIMSSS at 10 m
and RIMSSS at 0.005 m, and this is normalized on a per-orbit basis (between 1 and 0) to become
the probability of stratiﬁcation (PS).
To minimize the occurrence of ‘‘false alarms,’’ a threshold of 0.2 is selected, and only
samples with PS higher than this threshold are reported as probable stratiﬁcation. While this value
is somewhat arbitrary, it is consistent with the expected precision of the AQSSS. Figure 17
introduces an example of the PS for an AQSSS measurement on 9 April 2012. Here the top sub-plot
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presents the AQSSS in blue stars, RIMSSS in red circles and HYCOM for the current and the previous
AQ cycle in black dots and black diamonds respectively. The probability of stratiﬁcation is
presented in the bottom sub-plot where the dashed line indicates the threshold value of 0.2. There
is a strong correlation between the PS samples that exceed the threshold of 0.2 and those samples
with signiﬁcant differences between AQSSS and HYCOM.

Figure 17: Probability of stratiﬁcation compared to AQSSS and RIMSSS for a rain event on 9 April 2012. Top
panel: AQSSS in blue asterisks, RIMSSS in red circles and HYCOM for the current and the previous AQ cycle
in black dots and black diamonds respectively. Bottom panel: normalized probability of stratiﬁcation where
the dash line indicates the threshold value of 0.2.
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CHAPTER 5: RIM VALIDATION FOR SSS SIMULATION
As discussed above, Boutin et al. [2013] performed a statistical analysis to assess the
impact of rainfall on SMOS measurements of SSS. On the other hand, in this dissertation the
research approach was to:
(1) develop a forward RIM model that is tuned to predict the observed AQSSS in the
presence of rain and
(2) employ this model to predict (and identify using quality flags) the occurrence of near
surface salinity stratiﬁcation.
Both of these approaches support improved scientiﬁc interpretation of AQSSS measurements.
Thus, the validation of the RIM model involves the analysis of individual rain events,
where salinity stratiﬁcation occurs. Given that there exists no suitable surface truth to identify these
stratiﬁcation cases, the approach is to examine AQ L-2 data where CMORPH rain simultaneously
occurs with the AQ observation and where there are large differences between HYCOM and the
AQ retrieved sea surface salinities (AQSSS). Since salinity stratiﬁcation is transient in nature and
instantaneous rainfall has the greatest impact, it is suggested that large ΔSSS (see equation (2)) and
simultaneous rain are reasonable predictors of salinity stratiﬁcation. At the end of this Chapter,
evidence supporting this assumption is presented.
Hence the validation of the rain impact model is performed over a number of rain events
in the ITCZ region over the Paciﬁc Ocean during the months of January–April 2012. Using AQ
L2 data version 2.6.1, results are presented (Figure 18 and Figure 20 to Figure 23) for different
beams from individual (single orbit) and concatenated (multi-orbit) comparisons.
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The case in Figure 18 corresponds to a rain event on January 10th of 2012 for the ﬁfth AQ
orbit of the day and beam #1. For this figure, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation, whereby
all data are sequential spatial sample series sub-plotted against the corresponding IFOV latitude.
The top sub-sub-plot #1 has multiple sub-plots for the comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) Corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
In comparing these series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(1) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(3) however, over the latitude range of +4° to +10°, HYCOM and RIMsss/AQsss are not
similar.
Next considering sub-sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is significant
similarity in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h), but note
that there is a difference in polarity. Obviously increasing rain results in decreasing salinity that
accounts for the polarity difference, but upon close examination it is noted that the IRR pattern has
two rain events, namely:
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(1) rain event #1 of approximately 4.5 mm/h between +4° to +6° latitude, and
(2) rain event #2 of < 1 mm/h between +7° and +9°.
Now the sub-sub-plot #3 presents the rain accumulation (RA, mm) that occurred during
the previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. This graph registers a rain event between
+5°to +9° latitude. The peak of this rain information matches with the maximum difference
between AQsss and HYCOM at 7.7° that is equivalent to a decrement in salinity of almost 2 psu.
Considering the next three sub-sub-plots are respectively: (sub-sub-plot #4)—RA for 6–12
hours, (sub-sub-plot #5)—RA for 12–18 hours and (sub-plot #6)—RA 18–24 hours, in the subsub-plots #5, #4, and #3 respectively is possible to observe the propagation on time and latitude of
a rain event, where the peak of the rain event propagates from 6° in the 12-18 hours previous to
the AQ sample, and 6 hours later to 7°. As it was discuss in the previous paragraph, this rain
information apparently affects the AQsss measurement. In the other hand, the precipitation
between 18 to 24 hours is consider insignificant. In general for this case, RIM model does a good
estimation of the SSS being able to reconstruct very well the AQsss.
Finally the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ observation
time, that had winds less than 5 m/s over the latitude range of -2° to +6.7°, and stronger winds
(higher that 5 m/s) for latitudes higher that +6.7°. This suggests a higher mechanical mixing on
latitudes higher than +7° in latitude, but for this case in particular, the effect of the wind is not as
noticeable as for other cases in the AQsss due to the high intensity of the rainfall during the 18
hours previous to AQ sample.
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Figure 18: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 10
January 2012—AQ Orbit #5—Beam 1
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To assess the temporal stability of the upper ocean salinity between the AQ 7 day cycles,
the corresponding HYCOM values are compared along the same AQ beam#1 track as above, and
results presented in Figure 19 show the comparison over ±3 AQ cycles about the 10 January
latitudinal proﬁle. Over this 6 week period, the HYCOM surface salinity variability along this AQ
beam track is ±0.05 psu, even though the corresponding AQsss is highly variable depending upon
the rainfall history. This validates the assumption that HYCOM does not respond strongly to recent
rain accumulation, and this result is typical of similar comparisons along other AQ ground tracks.
Based upon these comparisons, the mean HYCOM salinity (HYCOMmean), for a ±3 week
period centered on the current AQ time, is used as a seasonal salinity reference, against which to
calculate the following salinity anomalies:
𝐴𝑄𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 = 𝐴𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝑌𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

(5)

𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 = 𝑅𝐼𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝑌𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

(6)

For the case in Figure 18, the cross correlation between RIMSSS and AQSSS is 94%, and
between RIManomaly and AQanomaly is 93%, which demonstrates excellent performance of the RIM
model in matching the observed AQSSS.
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Figure 19: HYCOM salinity along the same AQ beam#1 track over 63 AQ cycles about the 10 January
HYCOM. Three cycles (top) before and (bottom) after.

5.1

RIM applied to AQ

The next six examples (Figure 20 to Figure 23) are from 2012 and introduce rain events
from 4 February (beam 3), 20 March (beam 2), 9 April (beam 2), and the last three correspond to
10 March for the 3 beams respectively. All the examples are for AQ orbit 5. Results presented here
are very similar to those given in Figure 18 and were previously summarized in Table 2.
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The case in Figure 20 corresponds to a rain event on 4 February 2012 for the ﬁfth AQ orbit
of the day and beam #3. For this figure, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation, whereby all
data are sequential spatial sample series sub-plotted against the corresponding IFOV latitude. The
top sub-plot #1 has multiple plots for the comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
In comparing these series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(1) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(3) however, over the latitude range of +1° to +7°, and +9° to +11°, HYCOM and
RIMsss/AQsss are significantly different.
Furthermore in the sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is clear similarity in the
shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h), but note that there is a
difference in polarity. Clearly increasing rain results in decreasing salinity that accounts for the
polarity difference, but upon close examination it is noted that the IRR pattern has two rain events,
one strong and one weak, namely:
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(1) rain event #1 with a maximum value around 7 mm/h between +1° to +7° latitude, and
(2) rain event #2 of < 2 mm/h between +9° and +11°.
Analyzing the sub-plot #3, we see that minimal rain accumulation (RA, mm) occurred during
the previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. Also for the next three sub-plots are
respectively: (sub-plot #4)—RA for 6–12 hours, (sub-plot #5)—RA for 12–18 hours and (sub-plot
#6)—RA 18–24 hours, there is no significant rain accumulation. Given this lack of rainfall and the
very long time for the mixing processes to proceed, it is expected to see no further changes in the
surface salinity (beyond the effects of instantaneous rainfall).
Finally the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ observation
time that had medium values until +6°latitude and increasingly beyond that.
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Figure 20: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 4
February 2012—AQ Orbit #5— Beam 3.
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A similar case is shown in Figure 21 that corresponds to a rain event on 20 March 2012
for the ﬁfth AQ orbit of the day and beam #2. Again, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation,
whereby all data are sequential spatial sample series sub-plotted against the corresponding IFOV
latitude. The top sub-sub-plot #1 has multiple sub-plots for the comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
The observances made about the sub-plots, suggest that:
(1) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
except for the range of 4° to 6° latitude, where AQSSS shows a significant decrease of
~ 1 psu..
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(3) however, over the latitude range of +0° to +4, HYCOM and RIMsss/AQsss are
significantly different.
On the other hand in the sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is clear similarity
in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h), but note that there
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is a difference in polarity. Upon close examination it is noted that the IRR pattern has two rain
events, one strong and one weak, namely:
(1) rain event #1 with a maximum ~ 5 mm/h between -1° to +4° latitude, and
(2) rain event #2 of < 1.5 mm/h between +5° and +6°.
Now the next four sub-plots, there is no significant rain accumulation. Given this lack of
rainfall and the very long time for the mixing processes to proceed, it is expected to see no further
changes in the surface salinity (beyond the effects of rainfall of the instantaneous rain rate). Finally
the bottom sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ observation time, that reflects low
wind speeds until +6°latitude and mid winds (5 – 10 m/s) for latitudes higher than +8°.
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Figure 21: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 20
March 2012—AQ Orbit #5— Beam 2.
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The next example (Figure 22) corresponds to a rain event on 9 April 2012 for the ﬁfth AQ
orbit of the day and beam #2. Again, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation. In comparing these
series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(1) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(3) The reduction of SSS is seen in both RIMsss & AQsss over the latitude range of -1° to
+4°, and HYCOM is not similar.
Next considering sub-sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is significant
similarity in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h), but note
that there is a difference in polarity. Upon close examination it is noted that the IRR pattern has
two rain events, namely:
(1) rain event #1 of approximately 4 mm/h between +1° to +4° latitude, and
(2) rain event #2 of < 1 mm/h between +4° and +7°.
Thus, the small reduction in AQsss observed over the latitude range of -2° to +1° is not
similar to the IRR pattern and this is NOT captured in the RIMsss.
Now considering the sub-sub-plot #3, we see the rain accumulation (RA, mm) that occurred
during the previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. It is apparent that the location of the
two rain events that occur between -2° to 0° latitude and +1° to +3° are consistent with the shape
of the AQsss series and, except for the region between -2° to 0° latitude, are also consistent with
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RIMsss. The reason for this small discrepancy (< 0.5 psu) between AQsss and RIMsss is not
understood.
Considering the next three sub-sub-plots, there is no significant rain accumulation. Given
this lack of rainfall and the very long time for the mixing processes to proceed, it is expected to
see no further changes in the surface salinity (beyond the effects of rainfall during the first 6 hours).
Finally the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ observation
time, which has light winds over the latitude range of -2° to +4°. Given light winds, the wave
mixing processes should be less important than the eddy diffusion processes in this region.
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Figure 22: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 9
April 2012—AQ Orbit #5—Beam 2.
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The next three figures (Figure 23–Figure 25) belong to the ﬁfth AQ orbit on March 10.
This case presents a weather front with extended rainfall that propagates southward across the 3
beams of the AQ swath during the previous 6–12 hours before the AQ pass time. For the majority
of the latitudes, the wind speed was in general above 5m/s, which causes mechanical mixing of
the water in the surface layer, facilitating the recovery of the salinity values at the surface. Now
each of the cases will be introduced in detail.
Figure 23corresponds to the beam # 1 for the ﬁfth AQ orbit of the 10 March of 2012. Again,
there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation. The top sub-sub-plot #1 has multiple sub-plots for the
comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
In comparing these series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(1) there is good correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series, although
not as good as previous cases.
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series, and over the latitude range of -1° to +4°, the effects of SSS reduction by rainfall
are evident.
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Now considering sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is significant similarity
in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h), but note that there
is a difference in polarity. The rain event has maximum approximately 5 mm/h between +1° to
+5° latitude.
In the sub-plot #3, we see moderate rain accumulation (RA, mm) that occurred during the
previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. It is clear that the location of the rain event is
between +2° to 5° latitude with the shape of the AQsss series are also consistent with RIMsss.
Considering the next three sub-sub-plots, there is some rain accumulation, but considering
the very long time for the mixing processes to proceed, it is expected to see no further changes in
the surface salinity (beyond the effects of rainfall during the first 6 hours).
Finally the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ observation
time, the winds are stable around 6 m/s in all the latitudes creating an equivalent mechanical
mixing for the whole interval of analysis.
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Figure 23: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 10
March 2012—AQ Orbit #5— Beam 1.
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The second beam for the ﬁfth AQ orbit of the 10 March of 2012 is analyzed in Figure 24.
Again, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation. The top sub-plot #1 has multiple plots for the
comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
In comparing these series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(3) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
(4) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(5) Over the latitude range of -1° to +5°, HYCOM and RIMsss/AQsss are not similar.
Now considering sub-plot #2, over the same latitude range, there is significant similarity
in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR, mm/h). The rain event has
maximum approximately 8 mm/h between +1° to +4° latitude, a little higher than the previous
beam.
Additionally, the sub-plot #3, we see significant rain accumulation (RA, mm) that occurred
during the previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. It is clear that the location of the rain
event is between +2° to 5° latitude is consistent with the shape of the AQsss/RIMsss series.
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As was the case for the beam 1, the next three sub-sub-plots give significant rain
accumulation, but given very long time for the mixing processes to proceed, it is expected to see
no further changes in the surface salinity (beyond the effects of rainfall during the first 6 hours).
As for beam 1, the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ
observation time, the winds vary between 6-8 m/s in all the latitudes creating a equivalent
mechanical mixing for all the interval of analysis.
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Figure 24: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 10
March 2012—AQ Orbit #5— Beam 2.
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The third beam for the ﬁfth AQ orbit of the 10 March of 2012 is analyzed in Figure 23.
Again, there is a seven sub-sub-plot presentation. The top sub-sub-plot #1 has multiple plots for
the comparison of salinity, namely:
(1) the latitude series of the RIM output (RIMSSS - blue asterisk),
(2) the AQ measured (AQSSS - red circles),
(3) HYCOM values spatially/temporally sampled to the AQ beam IFOV’s for the current
orbit (HYCOM - black dots) and
(4) corresponding HYCOM for the previous AQ cycle that is 7 days earlier (Previous
HYCOM - black diamonds).
In comparing these series there are several things that are apparent, namely that:
(1) there is excellent correlation between the predicted RIMSSS and the AQsss series,
(2) there is excellent correlation between the current HYCOM and the previous HYCOM
series,
(3) Over the latitude range of -1° to +6°, the effects of rain dilution of SSS are apparent.
Reviewing sub-plot #2, as for the two previous beams, over the same latitude range, there
is significant similarity in the shapes of the RIMsss/AQsss and the instantaneous rain rate (IRR,
mm/h), but note that there is a difference in polarity. The rain event has maximum approximately
4.5 mm/h between +1° to +4° latitude, and considering the intensities of the rain for the three
beams. the center of the storm was in beam 2.
Also, the sub-plot #3 & #4, we see significant rain accumulation (RA, mm) that occurred
during the previous 6 hours prior to the AQ sampling time. It is clear that the location of the rain
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event is between +1° to 4° latitude with the shape of the AQsss series are also consistent with
RIMsss. For all other sub-plots there is not sufficient rain to influence the RIMSSS.
As for beam 1 and 2, the bottom sub-sub-plot #7 shows the ocean wind speed for the AQ
observation time, the winds are stable around 6 m/s in all the latitudes creating an equivalent
mechanical mixing for all the interval of analysis.
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Figure 23: Latitude series over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) with presence of rain. Case for 10
March 2012—AQ Orbit #5— Beam 3.
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Figure 24 presents the concatenation of the cases registered in Table 2 and graphed also in
(different locations, times and beams) for RIMSSS/AQSSS (top sub-plot) and RIManomaly/AQanomaly
(bottom sub-plot) respectively. Here the overall correlation of 88% between the AQSSS and
RIMSSS is consistent with the individual rain event cases.
A scatter-diagram is presented in Figure 25 (left) that shows a near linear relationship
between the observed and the simulated SSS, a similar sub-plot is shown in the right sub-plot of
this ﬁgure between AQ and RIM anomalies. Note that the dashed line is the 45° line of perfect
agreement.

Figure 24: Latitude series of concatenated rain events. (top) curve in red represents the SSS observed, curve in
blue represents the SSS simulated with RIM. (bottom) curve in red represents the AQanomaly observed, curve in
blue represents the RIManomaly.
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Figure 25: (left) Scatter sub-plot of the SSS simulated with RIM versus SSS observed, for the cases presented
in Figure 24 (right) Scatter sub-plot of the AQanomaly vs. RIManomaly, for the cases presented in Figure 24.

Table 2: Cross-Correlation Summary between AQSSS and RIMSSS, and AQanomaly and RIManomaly.

Beam Number

AQ & RIM
SSS (%)

AQ & RIM
SSS anomalies
(%)

AQ – RIM
SSS, STD

Normalized
STD (%)

Date
01/10/2012

1

93.7

92.7

0.229

0.66

02/04/2012

2

78.2

72.2

0.296

0.86

03/20/2012

3

77.9

71.5

0.347

1.01

04/09/2012

3

91.5

92.8

0.168

0.49

03/10/2012

1

85.1

86.2

0.257

0.74

03/10/2012

2

93.1

93.9

0.197

0.57

03/10/2012

3

92.6

82.6

0.156

0.47

Average

87.4

86.0

0.236

0.69

Concatenated
data

87.8

84.0

0.244

0.71
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The RIM model was applied to the entire AQ mission that represents 20343 orbits in a period
of almost 4 years. Based on our statistics around 5.7% of the time we find precipitation higher to
0.5 mm/h in the range of ±60° in latitude, indicating that 5.7% of the AQ data could have
stratification issues over that range. Also, the probability of stratification confirms that 13% of the
previous 5.7% are more likely to have real stratification issues after indicating a probability of
stratification higher than 50%.
The Table 3 presents an extension of the statistics presented in the previous paragraph for
ranges of instantaneous rain rate higher than 0.5, 2, 5 and 10 mm/h, and for latitude ranges of ±15°
and ±60°.

Table 3: Instantaneous rain rate intervals and its relation with stratification identification

IRR Interval

ITCZ (±15°)

±60°

Percentage of

Percentage of

Percentage of

Percentage of rainy

data with rain

rainy data with

data with rain

data with

presence

PS >50%

presence

PS >50%

IRR> 0.5 mm/h

7.18

12.3

5.7

13.0

IRR>2 mm/h

1.67

40.8

1.5

39.9

IRR>5 mm/h

0.17

74.1

0.16

72.1
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The next analysis concerns validating the RIM performance under non-rain conditions
(Figure 26, left) and rainy conditions (Figure 26, right) separately, where a non-rain sample implies
rain less than 0.05 mm/h for the last 24 h. Regarding the upper left hand graph, it is evident that
under no rain conditions HYCOM and AQSSS latitude series are highly correlated (90.3%), which
implies that the surface salinity and the salinity at 10 m depth are tightly coupled. On the other
hand, these salinity measurements are signiﬁcantly de-correlated under rain conditions (45.6%),
which demonstrates the importance of the rain impact in interpreting AQSSS measurements and
the importance of a model that explains these effects.
Recalling that the objective of the RIM model is to match AQSSS, the two bottom sub-plots
of this ﬁgure demonstrate how well the model works under no rain and rain conditions. In the
discussion above, the RIM was shown to accurately reproduce AQSSS measurements under rainy
conditions as illustrated in the bottom right sub-plot. Now results are shown for non-rain conditions
in the bottom left sub-plot. Since the RIM model is initialized using HYCOM salinities, the model
reverts to HYCOM under non-rain conditions. Therefore, the RIManomaly is almost zero and is
consistent with AQanomaly, thereby demonstrating that the RIM performs well under all conditions.
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Figure 26: Comparison of RIMSSS and AQSSS for (left column) nonrain and (right column) rainy conditions
for the concatenated cases shown in Figure 20 to Figure 23. (top) AQSSS and HYCOManomaly and (bottom)
AQanomaly and RIManomaly.

The ﬁnal validation experiment, shown in Figure 27, presents an analysis of the RIM model
at different depths using the case for 9 April 2012. In this ﬁgure, the ﬁrst (left hand) column
presents the comparison of AQSSS, HYCOM and RIM at the surface (top sub-plot-1). Moving
down the column: sub-plot-2 is the IRR; sub-plot-3 is the RA for 0–6 h; sub-plot-4 is the RA for
6–12 h; sub-plot-5 is the RA for 12–18 h; sub-plot-6 is the RA for 18–24 h; and ﬁnally the
difference between HYCOM and RIM at 1 m depth is shown in the sub-plot #7. The other two
columns of this ﬁgure are identical with the exception of the bottom sub-plots, which show results
for RIM at 5 m and 10 m respectively.
What is interesting to note in these comparisons is that the difference between HYCOM and
RIM at different depths is highly correlated with the effect of rain during different periods of time.
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For example, for the bottom left sub-plot, the RIM/HYCOM difference reﬂects the effect of the
IRR and the RA between 0 and 6 h as is shown with the shaded areas in the ﬁrst column.
Next, for the bottom middle sub-plot with the RIM/HYCOM comparison at 5 m depth, the
delta value has signiﬁcantly decreased (about two orders of magnitude) and the shape of the curve
is highly correlated with the rain for the intervals of time between 6 and 18 h.
Finally, for the bottom right sub-plot with the RIM/HYCOM comparison at 10 m depth, the
delta continues to be reduced in amplitude (as expected), but now having correlation with the RA
for the time interval for the 18–24 h. These results are qualitatively consistent with the expected
nature of the fresh water intrusion into the more saline sea water at greater depth.
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Figure 27: RIMSSS comparison at different depths. First column at 1 m, second column at 5 m, and third column
at 10 m.
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5.2 RIM applied to SMOS
The European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite was
launched in 2009 to measure land soil moisture and sea surface salinity. It carries an L-band (1.43
GHz) Microwave Imaging Radiometer that uses Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) to measure
brightness temperatures, which are used to produce global ocean salinity maps every three days
[Font et al., 2010]. The satellite flies at altitude of 758K, and based on the Y-shapped antenna
design (Figure 28) is capable of synthesizing a Tb image with a quasi-hexagon shape shown in
Figure 29.

Figure 28: The European Space Agency Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite. Taken from:
http://www.universetoday.com/43942/two-esa-satellites-launch-successfully/
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Figure 29: Foot print visualization of SMOS over the northern part of Europe. Taken from:
http://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2010/02/Brightness_temperature

Figure 29 shows the three radial arms containing the L-band antenna/receiver elements that
form a phased array of six-meter aperture. The SMOS interferometric radiometer concept allows
the instrument to perform measurements over 2-D Tb snapshots that are combined to retrieve
salinity at ~40 km resolution ocean grid over a swath width of 1000 km. SMOS satellite is still
sensing data and will complete 7 years of mission in November of 2016.
The next step to validate RIM was to apply the same algorithm to the SMOS SSS data set,
which is comparable to AQ. For this case, there is an advantage (relative to AQ) for RIM
comparisons in that SMOS produces a wide swath image such that is possible to study the spatial
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correlation of the rain patterns and the decrease of salinity in the SSS satellite measurements.
However, there is one disadvantage in that the radiometric noise (NEDT) of the SMOS radiometer
is larger than AQ, which results in a larger pixel noise in the SSS image.
The flow chart on Figure 30 illustrates how RIM generates an estimation of the sea surface
salinity that could help to better understand the temporal and spatial effect of the rainfall in the
SMOS SSS observations. As shown in the figure, RIM for SMOS uses three inputs:
(1) SMOS’s time and geolocation information,
(2) Salinity from HYCOM as initialization, which in this case is not provides in the
dataset, so it is obtained directly from the HYCOM dataset, and
(3) CMORPH precipitation history.
Afterwards, the estimated SSS using RIM is compared to SMOS ocean salinity
measurements and the spatial distribution of rain.

Figure 30: RIM schematic chart for SMOS dataset.
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5.2.1

Input Data

5.2.1.1 SMOS Data
The

analysis

is

performed

using

SMOS

Level-2

Ocean

Salinity

dataset

(SMOS.MIRAS.MIR_OSUDP2). This Level-2 OS product includes sea surface salinity
measurements geolocated on an equal-area grid system. From this product, the time and
geolocation information (latitude/longitude) of each SMOS sample is used to collocate with
HYCOM and CMORPH at a spatial resolution of 0.25° (latitude/longitude box).
The SMOS product contains three different SSS values derived from retrieval algorithms
based on different approaches for obtaining roughness correction and brightness temperature at
the top of atmosphere and on the surface [Boutin et al., 2013]. Also, SMOS SSS using roughness
model-1 (SSS1) is used for the comparisons shown at the end of this section. This model is
implemented in level-2 SMOS data, where the foam influence is neglected and the rough sea is
simulated using a two scale model given by a wave spectrum proposed by [Durden et al., 1985].
5.2.1.2 Precipitation Data
The precipitation history for each SMOS pixel is processed based on the antenna
synthesized IFOV (footprint dimension). The average rain rate for each SSS sample is calculated
using a structure of 5 CMORPH boxes around the center of the SMOS pixel, in order to account
for the average size (~40 Km), as is shown in Figure 31. Therefore, for each SMOS sample
processed, there are 49 records of rain history, as seen in Figure 32.
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Figure 31: Spatial model used to calculate averaged instantaneous rain rate, rain accumulation and
corresponding HYCOM.

Figure 32: Graphical representation of the rain information included in the rain accumulation algorithm.
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5.2.1.3 HYCOM Data
Unfortunately, unlike AQ data set, the SMOS product does not provide a spatially
interpolated a HYCOM surface salinity averaged over the surface pixel. Because of this, all the
analysis presented in this dissertation have been developed using HYCOM data version
GLBu0.08. Similarly to the rain accumulation, a HYCOM averaged value is obtained for each
SMOS sample, using 5 HYCOM boxes (@ 0.25°) around the center of the SMOS pixel, as is
presented in Figure 31. Because of the SMOS antenna aperture synthesis, we assume uniform
weighting of the 5 boxes that surround the pixel location.
5.2.2 Algorithm Implementation
RIM algorithm applied to SMOS is an extension of the original implementation for AQ.
The script uses the same mathematical formulation and coefficients for the rain impulse functions
as for AQ. Thus, the only difference is in relation with the spatial resolution, which in this case
slightly affects the methodology to calculate the averaging over the footprint of rain and referenced
salinity (HYCOM), as it was explained above.
5.2.3

RIM’s Performance with SMOS Data

Although, the Rain Impact Model has been processed for more than 5000 SMOS orbits
from year 2012 (full year processed), this section presents only the detailed analysis of a case of
study of a rain event during the month of May of 2012, and the consecutive analysis of 15
descending orbits.
Figure 33 presents the comparison between the instantaneous rain rate, SMOS SSS,
HYCOM, and SSS simulated with RIM. The first column of this figure shows the case of study
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(i.e., time of the SMOS measurement) and the second column reports the next cycle that crosses
over the area of interest (~2 days after). For the case of study, the upper left-hand panel clearly
shows a significant rain event with areas greater than 8 mm/h; and the corresponding SMOS SSS
image is shown below in the second panel. Even though the SMOS image is noisy, the
corresponding reduction in SSS (> 1 psu) is clearly evident. On the other hand, in the third panel
there is no apparent evidence of SSS reduction in HYCOM.
Finally, in the bottom left-hand panel, we present the corresponding RIM results. The
spatial “rain scar” is quite evident in the RIM image, and this feature closely matches the SMOS
SSS image. Thus, the SSS simulated with RIM reconstructs very well the impact of the rain
accumulation history over this area as is highlighted with the dashed ellipse.
For the next SMOS cycle (right-hand column) occurring after more than 48 hours, there is
no significant rain activity, as a result, SMOS presents a smoother distribution over the area of
interest, and HYCOM and RIM remain very similar. This suggests that the differences found in
the case of study between the SSS pattern of SMOS and HYCOM (right-hand column) are due to
the inability of HYCOM to capture the changes in the surface salinity because of rain activity.
In addition, more qualitative SMOS/RIM comparisons are shown in Figure 34 for 15
consecutive descending orbits (~ 1 day), where the area imaged represents the SMOS measurement
swath (~ 1,000 km). In this figure, there are three panels from the top; 1) the IRR from CMORPH,
the SMOSS SSS, and the RIM SSS. There are numerous areas with significant rain activity (upper
panel), and it is possible to observe corresponding rain scars in SMOS SSS (middle panel) that are
highly correlated with the estimation performed by RIM (lower panel). Two areas of interest are
identified by the black ellipses in the South Pacific and South Atlantic Oceans.
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Figure 33: Comparison of IRR, SMOS SSS, HYCOM salinity, and RIM SSS for a case of study (-40 < Latitude
< -20, -165 < longitude < -140) with presence of rain activity and its next cycle, which is rain free. The dashed
ovals represent the areas where the SSS has been impacted by the rain effect.
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Figure 34: Comparison of IRR, SMOS SSS and RIM SSS for 15 consecutive SMOS descending orbits. The
black ellipses highlight areas with significant rain activity, where the reduction in SSS is also visible for SMOS
and RIM.
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5.2.4

Rain Impact Model under different conditions of Wind Speed

The increase of mechanical mixing by wind-driven ocean waves is a phenomenon that can
rapidly facilitate the transport of fresh-water into the more saline ocean. For the Rain Impact Model
this effect is totally neglected, and the vertical diffusivity (rate of diffusion driven mixing) is
considered as a constant. Thus, while the effect of wind speed is not included in the current version
of RIM, it has not been totally ignored. In fact, some rain cases have been analyzed considering
the corresponding ocean surface wind speed patterns to understand how the winds affect the rain
dilution process. Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37 show three selected cases that represent the
most common scenarios.
Case-1, shown in Figure 35, is subdivided into 8 sub-panels accommodated in 4 columns
and two rows. The first row includes panels 1-4 as follows:
(1) Panel #1 presents the instantaneous rain rate over the SMOS foot print with rain areas
higher to 11 mm/hr,
(2) Panel #2 shows the HYCOM model, also averaged over SMOS foot print, with salinity
values between 33 and 35 psu,
(3) Panel #3 presents SMOS with a wider interval of salinities between 32 and 36.5 psu,
and
(4) Panel #4 shows RIM with salinities between 32.5 and 36 psu.
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The second row shows panels 5-8 as follows:
(1) Panel #5 presents the wind speed in m/s with wind speeds reaching 14 m/s,
(2) Panel #6 visualizes an overlapping between the wind speed and instantaneous rain rate,
using contours plot with 4 levels for the WS, and contours plot using 3 levels for the IRR.
(3) In the panels #7 and #8 the SMOS values are plotted in overlap with the instantaneous
rain rate contours and the wind speed contours respectively.
Case 1 presents a rain event (area highlighted with the red dashed rectangle) with some
areas of intense precipitation and other areas with lighter rainfall. In Figure 35, for latitudes
between -40° and -36°, the rain presents low values (less than 2 mm/hr) and, as is shown by the
contours in the second row (panel #5 and panel #8), those areas were under the presence of high
wind speed (> 12.5 m/s). As it can be observed in this region the dilution effect (panel #3) is not
present, even when it has been observed that when the wind speed is low, rains of this level can
cause stratification, as shown in Figure 33.
On the other hand, for latitudes between -46° and -42°, stronger precipitation is registered,
having areas of rain covered by high winds and others areas with medium level wind speeds (4
m/s < WS < 8 m/s), as it can be observed in the panel #6. In this case, the areas with high wind
speed and strong rain show less dilution than areas with strong rain and lower wind speeds,
reflecting higher mechanical mixing due to wind.
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Figure 35: Case 1: Orbit subset comparing the SSS measurement with the rain system, HYCOM, the Rain
Impact Model, wind speed and the contours generated by the wind speed and the instantaneous rain rate.
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Similar to Case-1, Case-2 (shown in Figure 36) figure is also subdivided into 8 sub-panels
accommodated in 4 columns and two rows. The first row includes panels 1-4 as follows:
Panel #1 presents the instantaneous rain rate over the SMOS foot print with rain areas
higher to 13 mm/hr,
Panel #2 shows the HYCOM model, also averaged over SMOS foot print, with salinity
values between 34 and 35 psu,
Panel #3 presents SMOS with a wider interval of salinities between 32 and 36 psu, and
Panel #4 shows RIM with salinities between 33.5 and 35 psu.
The second row shows panels 5-8 as follows:
(1) Panel #5 presents the wind speed in m/s with wind speeds reaching 13 m/s,
(2) Panel #6 visualizes an overlapping between the wind speed and instantaneous rain rate,
using contours plot with 4 levels for the WS, and contours plot using 3 levels for the IRR.
(3) In the panels #7 and #8 the SMOS values are plotted in overlap with the instantaneous
rain rate contours and the wind speed contours respectively.
Case-2 presents a rain event (area highlighted with the red dashed rectangle) that is
separable in two major areas. The upper part, for latitudes between -31° and -29°, has significant
presence of rain and medium wind speeds between 8.5 –– 9.8 m/s and shows no significant dilution
in SMOS salinity; while between -38° and -33° in latitude although the rain is low, because the
wind speed is also low (2< WS < 5 m/s), the dilution is very consistent in the areas affected by
rain, but again is clear to see how the intensity changes on wind speed alters the stratification
process.
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Figure 36: Case 2: Orbit subset comparing the SSS measurement with the rain system, HYCOM, the Rain
Impact Model, wind speed and the contours generated by the wind speed and the instantaneous rain rate.
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Finally, Case 3 presented in Figure 37 is also subdivided into 8 sub-panels accommodated
in 4 columns and two rows. The first row includes panels 1-4 as follows:
(1) Panel #1 presents the instantaneous rain rate over the SMOS foot print with a rain area
with low intensity, not higher than 7 mm/hr,
(2) Panel #2 shows the HYCOM model, also averaged over SMOS foot print, with salinity
values between 34 and 35 psu,
(3) Panel #3 presents SMOS with a wider interval of salinities between 34 and 36 psu,
(4) Panel #4 shows RIM with salinities between 33.5 and 35 psu.
The second row shows panels 5-8 as follows:
(1)Panel #5 presents the wind speed in m/s with low wind not higher than 5m/s,
(2)Panel #6 visualizes an overlapping between the WS and instantaneous rain rate, using
contours plot with 4 levels for the WS, and contours plot using 3 levels for the IRR.
(3)In the panels #7 and #8 the SMOS values are plotted in overlap with the instantaneous
rain rate contours and the wind speed contours respectively.
This last case shows a small rain event between -4º and 0º in latitude that is under the
presence of significant low wind speed (area highlighted with the red dashed rectangle). This
causes a clear dilution effect reflected in SMOS measurement (panel #3).
These are examples of the results that lead us to suggest that significant rain events may be
rapidly mixed in the presence of wind speeds of the order or above 12 - 13 m/s. Apparently, low
wind speeds do not create sufficient mechanical mixing to prevent stratification. Because low and
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high rain events can cause stratification, it is important to have knowledge of the rain accumulation
history and of the wind speed in the precipitation areas.

Figure 37: Case 3: Orbit subset comparing the SSS measurement with the rain system, HYCOM, the Rain
Impact Model, wind speed and the contours generated by the wind speed and the instantaneous rain rate.
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5.2.5 Rain Induced SSS Anomaly
Rain induced salinity anomalies (difference between the SSS measurement and the salinity
reference) have been observed in satellite SSS data sets. This effect was first documented by
SMOS researchers [Boutin et al., 2013], and later a similar effect was discovered in the AQ SSS
by [Santos-Garcia et al., 2014]. For both groups, this has been statistically modeled as a linear
regression macro-scale relationship between IRR and the salinity anomaly relative to HYCOM.
In this dissertation research, we have performed similar experiments with SMOS and have
independently duplicated their results, and our analyses are presented in Figure 38 as scatterdiagrams for SMOS (right-hand sub-panel) and AQ (left-hand sub-panel).
For SMOS, the SSS anomaly is compared with the corresponding instantaneous rain from
CMORPH and RIM. These data points for IRR > 0.1 mm/hr were collected over a period of 6
months and were located between ± 60º in latitude. A linear regression shows a monotonic
reduction in SSS with a slope of -0.16 psu/mm/hr, which is consistent with [Boutin et al., 2013].
For AQ SSS, a similar analysis yields nearly identical results (left-hand sub-plot, which
presents the AQSSS anomaly compared to IRR under the same conditions as SMOS. Again the
linear regression slope for rainfall induced SSS anomaly is -0.16 psu/mm/hr demonstrating that
the rain impact in SSS is independent of the SSS data set used.
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Figure 38: Cross correlation of sea surface salinity anomaly with CMORPH Instantaneous Rain Rate ( > 0.1
mm/hr), for all wind speeds and latitudes between ± 60°. Left-panel: Aquarius SSS Delta (AQSSS - HYCOM).
Right-panel: SMOS SSS Delta (SMOSSSS - HYCOM).
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, the goal was to answer the important question “Does rainfall cause a
SSS retrieval error for AQ or is the effect a scientific discovery?” Early efforts of several CFRSL
graduate students [Aslebagh et al.,2012; 2013a; 2013b; Ebrahime et al., 2013] investigated the
former (measurement error) hypothesis without a great deal of success. Sometimes the reduction
in AQ SSS were correlated with collocated satellite rainfall estimates and often they were not.
Because of the transient nature of the salinity stratification, the infrequent sampling of the AQ
satellite made this investigation extremely difficult and the results were inconclusive.
Fortunately, as a part of the AQ science team collaboration, we were introduced to the
empirical near-surface in situ measurements of oceanographers at the University of WA, Applied
Physics Laboratory [Asher et al., 2014]. Based upon this research, a collaboration was formed,
which resulted in this dissertation. Clearly, after the development of RIM, it because evident that
the phenomena of salinity stratification was the cause of the apparent AQ SSS measurement
anomaly associated with oceanic rainfall.
Therefore, in this dissertation, the impacts of rain on sea surface salinity measured by AQ
are discussed. Rain is an issue for salinity values based on either model data from HYCOM or in
situ measurements from Argo proﬁling ﬂoats or other in situ thermosalinographs. Typically the
uppermost measurement depths of the in situ data are on order of a few meters, which is roughly
equivalent to the near-surface vertical resolution of HYCOM. Unfortunately, empirical or
numerical data from these depths may not consider the transient effects of rainfall, which is seen
as a salinity stratification whereby freshening of the water occurs in the very near surface of the
ocean (i.e., depths less than a meter).
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Because the penetration depth of L-band microwaves into the ocean is on order of 1 cm,
this means that AQ measures only the sea surface salinity (SSS). Given that rain occurs over a
relatively high percentage (>10%) of time and area coverage in the tropics, it is highly likely that
AQ measurements of SSS are fresher than the bulk salinity at depths of 5 – 10 m.
Thus, the most signiﬁcant effect of rainfall is the creation of a stratiﬁed layer of lowersalinity seawater at the surface. This layer of fresher water mixes laterally and vertically typically
over time scales of a few hours (but could be as long as a day for near-zero wind speed) to produce
a layer of water a few meters deep with slightly lower salinity and a nearly uniform salinity as a
function of depth. Because AQ samples a particular area once every 7 days, if rain has occurred a
few hours prior to the AQ measurement time, then the SSS measured by AQ at a depth of 1 cm
would be fresh compared to the SSS measured at a depth of a few meters.
Thus, our present goal is to provide a quality ﬂag within the L-2 data set, which alerts users
of the relative probability of near-surface salinity stratiﬁcation due to recent rainfall. In addition,
based upon this dissertation, a new AQ Rain Accumulation (RA) product will be provided, which
is an overlay to the L-2 data that provides both IFOV average instantaneous rain rate and the rain
accumulation in half an hour increments for the 24 h prior to the AQ measurement.
The results in this research represent an evolutionary step in quantifying the impact of rain
on satellite-borne L-band microwave radiometric retrievals of SSS. The results presented herein
are the description of the RA product and a forward Rain Impact Model (RIM) that predicts the
fresh bias between SSS measured by AQ at the surface and salinity at depths of a few meters.
RIM was initially validated using four months AQ measurements in the ITCZ and the
HYCOM near surface salinity values in the ocean mixed layer. The RIM model is based upon a
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one-dimensional eddy diffusion model and uses ﬁxed empirically derived coefﬁcients that cause
the RIM to match the AQ values following rainfall in the previous 24 hours. The validation process
has been extended to areas different than the ITCZ and the algorithm has presented an equivalent
performance using SMOS data, which reinforces the existence of salinity stratification issues due
to rain effect, and the importance of the further study of the stratification phenomena.
Also, the results introduced in this dissertation, have shown that RIM provides positive
identification of the existence of a transient salinity stratification due to rain accumulation over
previous 6 – 12 hours. Moreover, there is an excellent performance of RIM predicting sea surface
salinity, compared to AQ and SMOS retrievals, providing a robust quality flag for identification
of salinity stratification.
On the other hand, the comparisons shown with different wind speeds ranges indicate that
significant rain events are rapidly diluted in the presence of wind speeds of 10 m/s and above.
Finally, recognizing the satisfactory results using SMOS data set, RIM facilitates the
studying in 2D of near-surface salinity stratification.
6.1 Future Work
The future work associated with this dissertation has as a main objective to develop a
second generation RIM model that includes the effect of the dynamic mechanical mixing of the
ocean. This work inspires another doctoral dissertation and will cover the study of several
additional diffusion models and include improved analysis of AQ, SMOS and new Soil Moisture
Active Passive (SMAP) ocean SSS data sets.
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There are basically three classes of mixed layer models: 1) the Kraus-Turner (KT) type
[Kraus and Turner, 1967] which is called bulk turbulent kinetic energy model (TKE); 2) the PriceWeller-Pinkel (PWP) type [Price et al., 1986], also known as a shear instability model; and 3) the
turbulence closure schemes. For the future research, since KT is in somehow more simplistic, the
PWP model is one of the next models to work with; which is the most efficient and provides the
necessary physics background. This model was also recommended by the AQ Cal/Val Team to be
implemented for the next version of RIM.
Additional to those layers models, the General Ocean Turbulence Model (GOTM),
suggested by Dr. William Asher member of the dissertation committee, is another methodology to
explore in the future. This model is a one-dimensional water column model for the most significant
hydrodynamic and thermodynamic processes that involves the vertical mixing in natural waters.
Additionally, it has been designed such that it can easily be coupled to 3-D circulation models, and
used as a module for the computation of vertical turbulent mixing.
Then, The Price-Weller-Pinkel model and GOTM will be study for the development of the
next generation of RIM model, where the sensitivity of the model to the way that upper ocean
salinity dispersion is modeled will be assessed by comparing the salinities predicted using: (a) the
one-dimensional vertical diffusion model used in RIM; (b) the Price-Weller-Pinkel mixed-layer
model, and (c) The GOTM model. The next RIM generation will be applied to Aquarius, SMOS
and SMAP.
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APPENDIX A
RIM SCRIPTS IN MATLAB
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The Rain Impacts Model codes are divided in two main sets: first preprocessing codes and
secondly main process codes.
Preprocessing codes - Aquarius Gridding
function GriddingAQ(yyyy,dd1,dd2)
% yyyy = year of the data to process
% dd1 = initial day in julian format of the processing data interval
% dd2 = final day in julian format of the processing data interval
clc
dir1=pwd;
outfile=[dir1 '/GriddedDataAQ/']; % Input folder
dir_y = [dir1 '/OriginalDataAQ/',num2str(yyyy),'/'];%output folder
for d =dd1:dd2
dir_d = [dir_y,num2str(d,'%10.3d'),'/'];
files = ls([dir_d,'/Q*']);
for i = 1:size(files,1) % specify what orbit of the day
name = [dir_d,files(i,:)];
% Navigation
lon = double(hdf5read(name,'/Navigation/beam_clon')); % Longitude
lat = double(hdf5read(name,'/Navigation/beam_clat')); % Latitude
%time
secs = double(hdf5read(name,'/Block Attributes/sec')); % seconds of day
yr = str2num(files(i,2:5)); % year from the file name
dyof = str2num(files(i,6:8)); % day of year
Time = datenum(ones(size(secs))*yr,
zeros(size(secs)),ones(size(secs))*dyof,zeros(size(secs)),zeros(size(secs)),secs);
Time=repmat(Time',3,1);
TimeSec=repmat(secs',3,1);
% Cycle number
info = hdf5info(name);
attributes=info.GroupHierarchy.Attributes;
anc_sss = double(hdf5read(name,'/Aquarius Data/anc_SSS')); % ancillary Salinity
%% Finding Grid Indexing
latt=lat;
lont=lon;
lat_ind=round((-latt+90.125)/0.25);
lat_ind(lat_ind==721)=720;
lont(lont<0) = lont(lont<0)+360;
lon_ind=round((lont+0.125)/0.25);
%To retrieve the indexes (sub2ind(size(mm),lat_ind,lon_ind)
%where mm is 720x1440
%% Creating structure
data = struct('lon',lon,'lat',lat,...
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'Time',Time,'secs',TimeSec,'attributes',attributes,...
'anc_sss',anc_sss, ...
'lat_ind',lat_ind,'lon_ind',lon_ind);
%% Saving Output
save([outfile,'\AQ_data_v3_',num2str(yr,'%0.2d'), '_', num2str(d,'%0.2d'), '_', num2str(i,'%0.2d')],'data');
disp(['file',num2str(yr,'%0.2d'), '_', num2str(d,'%0.2d'), '_', num2str(i,'%0.2d')])
end
end
disp('done')
end

Preprocessing codes – CMORPH formatting
function Cmorph30min_24HoursOutput(yyyymm,iniday,finalday)
%% Description of the input variables
% yyyymm = 6 digits integer including year and month
% iniday = initial day of the month to process
% finalday = initial day of the month to process
% This code needs to be run in linux

% Server location
diskname=pwd;
%File path for reading the data
subfolder='/OriginalCMORPHData/';
dirname=[diskname subfolder num2str(yyyymm)];
%File path for saving the data
outputdir=[diskname '/FormattedCMORPHData/'];
%To untar data
stringcall=['tar -xvf ',diskname, subfolder, '/CMORPH_V1.0_8km-30min_' , num2str(yyyymm),'*',' -C ', diskname,
subfolder ];
system(stringcall);
%For loop to process all the days of the month between iniday and finalday
for k=iniday:finalday
nameFile=['CMORPH_30min_quarter_' num2str(yyyymm) num2str(k,'%10.2d')];
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day=num2str(k,'%10.2d');
%Creating the list of files per day
s=dir([ dirname '/*' num2str(yyyymm) day '*'] );
m=0;
%For loop to process each CMORPH file that belongs to the day, where each file contains 2 sets of records
%i.e. each file includes 2 global matrices with rain precipitation
for i=1:length(s)
namef=[dirname '/' s(i).name];
%To unbunzip the file
stringcall=['bunzip2 -d ',namef];
system(stringcall);
fid=fopen(namef(1:end-4)); % fn is the file name
%reading each half and hour record
for hrs=1:2
m=m+1;
dd=rot90(fread(fid,[4948,1649],'real*4','ieee-le')); %CMORPH mm/hr
dd=imresize(dd,[480 1440]);% Regriding the data to 0.25 degree
dd(dd<-0.05)=nan;
CMORPH(:,:,m)=dd;
clear dd;
end
fclose(fid);
stringcall=['rm -rf ', namef(1:end-4)];
system(stringcall);
end
save([outputdir nameFile '.mat'],'CMORPH')
disp(['done ',num2str(yyyymm),'-', num2str(day)])
end
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stringcall=['rm -rf ', dirname];
system(stringcall);
clear all

Main Process codes – Rain Accumulation and Rim Product Calculation
function RA_product_AQv3_CMv1(year,month,day,path_CMORPH_Mat,path_aquariusGrid,outputPath,cc1,cc2)
%% Description of the input variables
% year = integer input for the year in 4 digits
% month = integer with the month where the file belongs
% day = integer with the day of the month that you want to run for.
% path_CMORPH_Mat = path for the location of the CMORPH files concatenated
%
for 24 hours of the date of interest
% path_aquariusGrid = This is the location of the AQ files with lat/lon indexes associated to a
%
grid of 0.25 degree resolution
% outputPath = This is the location of the output path
% cc1= coefficient of tunning 1. This is a constant value after tunning =11
% cc2= coefficient of tunning 2. This is a constant value after tunning=5.7
%% Reading cmorph data
% The algorith needs to have available rain data from the previous day and
% the whole current day (48 hours total) to cover all the posible
% calculations
% Reading CMORPH from Previous day
[year_1,month_1,day_1]=datevec(datenum(year,month,day)-1);
fileRain1=['CMORPH_30min_quarter_' num2str(year_1) num2str(month_1,'%0.2d') num2str(day_1,'%0.2d') ];
% load([path_CMORPH_Mat '/' fileRain1])
load('C:\Users\Andrea Santos\Dropbox\data1')
prevCMORPH=CMORPH;
clear CMORPH
% Reading CMORPH from Current day
fileRain2=['CMORPH_30min_quarter_' num2str(year) num2str(month,'%0.2d') num2str(day,'%0.2d') ];
% load([path_CMORPH_Mat '/' fileRain2])
load('C:\Users\Andrea Santos\Dropbox\data0')
precipitation_new=cat(3,prevCMORPH,CMORPH);
precipitation_new(precipitation_new==-9999)=nan;
% precipitation_new=precipitation_new(41:440,:,:);
clear CMORPH prevCMORPH
%% Depth Parameters
z=0.005; %This is the depth used to calculate RIM
z2=10; %This is depth used to calculate a reference at 10 meters to later calculate the %probability of
stratification per orbit
%% Vertical Difussion
kz1=1*1E-4; % Vertical diffussivity constant
%% Antenna parameters
% Weighting parameters to calculate the average over the AQ foot print
w1=0.0332;
w2=0.0295;
w3=0.0263;
w4=0.0215;
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wVec=[w4;w3;w2;w3;w4;w2;w1;w2;w4;w3;w2;w3;w4];
ww=0.0332+0.0295*4+0.0263*4+0.0215*4;
wMat=repmat(wVec,1,49);
%% Time vector for CMORPH
time=repmat((24*3600:-1800:1800),13,1); %This variable is in seconds
%% Creating list of files to process
doy=juliandate(year,month,day)-juliandate(year,0,0);
s= dir([path_aquariusGrid,'/AQ_data_v3_' , num2str(year,'%0.2d'), '_', num2str(doy,'%0.2d'),'_*.mat']);
%% Running for the list of AQ files of the day
for rev = 1:size(s,1)
tic
if s(rev).isdir==0
%%%% Reading AQ data %%%%
gridfile=[path_aquariusGrid '/' s(rev).name ];
load(gridfile); % AQ file with grid indexes
sample_time = (0:0.5:23.5); % 0-24 hr every 30 min
%Creating and initializing new variables
[rows,cols]=size(data.anc_sss);
data.RIM_SSS=nan(rows,cols,'single');
data.RIM_SSS10=nan(rows,cols,'single');
data.RRain=nan(rows,cols,48,'single');
data.RR=nan(rows,cols,'single');
data.pss=nan(rows,cols,'single');
data.bf_IRR=nan(rows,cols,1,'single');
data.bf_RA=nan(rows,cols,48,'single');
flag2=zeros(rows,cols,'int8');
%% Main process
x=data.lat_ind; %extracting lat indexes from 0.25 degree resolution
y=data.lon_ind; %extracting lon indexes from 0.25 degree resolution
% Restrics the use of the border of the matrices to be able to
% calculate the 13 pixels average for each box
[rowInd,colInd] =find(x>=(121+2) & x<=(600-2) & y>=(1+2) & y<=(1440-2));
flag1=~(x>=(121+2) & x<=(600-2) & y>=(1+2) & y<=(1440-2));
%quality flag that show points where CMORPH is not available
for m= 1:size(rowInd,1)
a=(rowInd(m)); %lat ind
b=(colInd(m)); %lon ind
aa=(x(a,b))-120; % lat restricted between [-60,60]
bb=(y(a,b)); % lon
aq_time = datevec(data.Time(a,b)); %AQ time associated to the sample
aq_t = aq_time(4) + (aq_time(5)/60)+ (aq_time(6)/3600); % Time in hours
t_dif=(sample_time - aq_t); % Difference between sample time and AQ time
[pick,id] = (max(t_dif(t_dif<0)));%To find the closest sample to AQ time
hyc=data.anc_sss(a,b); %Reading hycom information from AQ file
cc=(600:25:1775); %Incremental variable in time (seconds)
cc=repmat(cc,13,1)/(3600*cc1); %coefficient matrix
% CALCULATION OF RAIN HISTORY
% This process is done using the 13 boxes weighted averaged
t_rain=reshape([precipitation_new(aa-2,bb,id:id+48); …
precipitation_new(aa-1,bb-1,id:id+48); ...
precipitation_new(aa-1,bb,id:id+48); …
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precipitation_new(aa-1,bb+1,id:id+48);precipitation_new(aa,bb-2,id:id+48); ...
precipitation_new(aa,bb-1,id:id+48);precipitation_new(aa,bb,id:id+48); …
precipitation_new(aa,bb+1,id:id+48); ...
precipitation_new(aa,bb+2,id:id+48); …
precipitation_new(aa+1,bb-1,id:id+48);precipitation_new(aa+1,bb,id:id+48); ...
precipitation_new(aa+1,bb+1,id:id+48);precipitation_new(aa+2,bb,id:id+48)],13,49);
timeIns=-pick*3600; %Time since IRR calculation
indNan=~isnan(t_rain);%finding non-nan positions
rain_w=nansum(t_rain.*wMat,1)./(sum(wMat.*indNan,1));
%%% CALCULATION OF RIM
dilM=(1+(((t_rain(:,1:48).*cc./(1000))./(sqrt(time.*kz1))).*exp((-z.^2)./(4*kz1.*time))));
dilIns=(1+(((t_rain(:,49).*((1800*cc2)/3600)./(1000))./(sqrt(timeIns.*kz1))) …
.*exp((-z.^2)./(4*kz1.*timeIns))));
dil_Hyst=[dilM dilIns];
dil_Hyst(isnan(dil_Hyst))=1;
dil=(prod(dil_Hyst,2)).^-1;
indNan2=logical(sum(indNan,2));
dil=nansum(dil.*(wVec.*indNan2),1)./(sum(wVec.*indNan2,1));
rim=hyc.*dil;
rim=single(rim);
%%%CALCULATION OF RIM AT 10 meters depth
dilM10=(1+(((t_rain(:,1:48).*cc./(1000))./(sqrt(time.*kz1))) …
.*exp((-z2.^2)./(4*kz1.*time))));
dilIns10=(1+(((t_rain(:,49).*((1800*cc2)/3600)./(1000))./(sqrt(timeIns.*kz1))) …
.*exp((-z2.^2)./(4*kz1.*timeIns))));
dil_Hyst10=[dilM10 dilIns10];
dil_Hyst10(isnan(dil_Hyst10))=1;
dil10=(prod(dil_Hyst10,2)).^-1;
dil10=nansum(dil10.*(wVec.*indNan2),1)./(sum(wVec.*indNan2,1));
rim10=hyc.*dil10;
rim10=single(rim10);
%%% saving variables
rain_w=single(rain_w);
data.RIM_SSS(a,b)= rim;
data.RIM_SSS10(a,b)= rim10;
data.RRain(a,b,:)= rain_w(1,1:48) ;
data.RR(a,b)=rain_w(1,49);
%calculating beam fraction BF
bf= nansum((t_rain>0.25).*wMat,1)./ww;
data.bf_IRR(a,b)=bf(1,49);
data.bf_RA(a,b,:)=bf(1,1:48);
%Calculating flags
%data.CMORPH_flag(a,b)=0;
%Idetifiying IRR bad values
if isnan(data.RR(a,b))==1
flag2(a,b)=1;
end
end
%Calculating the probability of stratification PS
deltaRim=data.RIM_SSS10-data.RIM_SSS;
mindelta=min(min(deltaRim));maxdelta=max(max(deltaRim));
data.pss=(deltaRim-mindelta)*((1-0)/(maxdelta-mindelta))+0;
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flagB1=bi2de([flag1(1,:);flag2(1,:)]');
flagB2=bi2de([flag1(2,:);flag2(2,:)]');
flagB3=bi2de([flag1(3,:);flag2(3,:)]');
data.flag=uint8([flagB1';flagB2';flagB3']);
fl=data.flag>0;
%%
%Organizing flags
fl_f=reshape(repmat(fl,1,48),rows,cols,48);
%Populating non calculated positions with -999
data.RR(fl)=-999;
data.RRain(isnan(data.RRain))=-999;
data.RIM_SSS(fl)=-999;
data.RIM_SSS10(fl)=-999;
data.pss(fl)=-999;
data.bf_IRR(fl)=-999;
data.bf_RA(isnan(data.bf_RA))=-999;
%% Saving output per orbit
outputPath='X:\AQUARIUS\Codes\Salinity_RainAnalysis\CodeForProduction\FilesForLiang\FilesToShare\newTes
t';
name_file=['RIM_CFRSL_' ,num2str(year), num2str(month,'%0.2d'), …
num2str(day,'%0.2d'),'_', num2str(rev,'%0.2d'),'_CMORPH_V1'];
outputfile=[outputPath,'/' name_file ,'.mat'];
save(outputfile,'data');
outputfile=[outputPath,'/' name_file ,'.h5'];
hdf5write(outputfile,'Rain_Product/IRR',data.RR,'Rain_Product/RA',data.RRain,...
'Rain_Impact/BF_IRR',data.bf_IRR,'Rain_Impact/BF_RA', …
data.bf_RA,'Rain_Impact/PSS',data.pss,'Rain_Impact/RIM',data.RIM_SSS,...
'Ancillary_Info/status_flag',data.flag,...
'AQ_data/anc_SSS',data.anc_sss,...
'AQ_data/sec',data.secs,'AQ_data/beam_clat',data.lat,'AQ_data/beam_clon',data.lon);
today=datevec(now);
doy=juliandate(today(1:3))-juliandate(today(1),0,0);
%

proctime=[num2str(today(1),'%0.4d'),num2str(doy,'%0.3d'),num2str(today(4),'%0.2d'),num2str(today(5),'%0.2d'),nu
m2str(floor(today(6)),'%0.2d'),num2str(round((today(6)-floor(today(6)))*1000),'%0.3d')];
%% General Atributes
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Ancillary_Info/','description','ancillary information');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Start Day',data.attributes(1,26).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Start Millisec',data.attributes(1,27).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Start Time',data.attributes(1,24).Value.Data);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Start Year',data.attributes(1,25).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','End Day',data.attributes(1,29).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','End Millisec',data.attributes(1,30).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','End Time',data.attributes(1,39).Value.Data);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','End Year',data.attributes(1,28).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Orbit Number',data.attributes(1,35).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Cycle Number',data.attributes(1,36).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Pass Number',data.attributes(1,37).Value);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','AQ Input File',data.attributes(1,1).Value.Data);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Product Name',[name_file,'.h5']);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Processing Time',proctime);
productInfo='This a product developed at Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory –
CFRSL';
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h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Product_Info',productInfo);
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/','Precipitation Source','CMORPH_V1.0');
%% AQ_data Attributes
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data//','description','parameters from Aquarius dataset level 2');
%anc_SSS
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/anc_SSS','units','psu');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/anc_SSS','long_name','sea surface salinity from HYCOM');
%beam_clat
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/beam_clat','units','degrees');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/beam_clat','long_name','beam center latitude');
%beam_clon
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/beam_clon','units','degrees');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/beam_clon','long_name','beam center longitude');
%sec
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/sec','units','seconds');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/AQ_data/sec','long_name','second of day');
%% Ancillary_info attributes
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Ancillary_Info/','description','ancillary information)');
% status_flag
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Ancillary_Info/status_flag','long_name','status flag');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Ancillary_Info/status_flag','value','2 bits flag, first bit in 1 indicates
CMORPH is not available, second bit in 1 indicates CMORPH for IRR has been remove
for low quality ');
%% Rain _Impact attributes
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/','description','rain impact parameters based on
CMORPH and RIM(CFRSL Rain Impact Model)');
% BF_IRR
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_IRR','units','%');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_IRR','long_name','Rain Beam Fill Fraction for the
Instantaneous Rain Rate');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_IRR','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
% BF_IRR
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_RA','units','%');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_RA','long_name','Rain Beam Fill Fraction for the
precipitation history');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/BF_RA','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
% PSS
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/PSS','valid_max','1');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/PSS','valid_min','0');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/PSS','long_name','Probability of Salinity
Stratification');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/PSS','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
% RIM
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/RIM','units','psu');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/RIM','long_name','Sea Surface Salinity (SSS)
estimated using RIM');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Impact/RIM','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
%% Rain_Product
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/','description','rain product based on CMORPH
product and collocated to the center of each AQ IFOV');
% IRR
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/IRR','units','millimeter/hour');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/IRR','long_name','Instantaneous Rain Rate');
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h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/IRR','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/RA','units','millimeter/hour');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/RA','long_name','Precipitation history');
h5writeatt(outputfile, '/Rain_Product/RA','Not calculated or invalid','-999');
clearvars -except year month day path_3B42 path_aquariusGrid outputPath rev s
precipitation_new cc1 cc2 w1 w2 w3 w4 wVec ww wMat time kz1 z z2;
end
toc
end
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APPENDIX B
RIM SCRIPTS IN FORTRAN
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The codes developed in Fortran are an extension of the code originally created in Matlab.
However in Matlab, the code was simplified by the used of built in functions, then, in the process
of “translation” of the code to Fortran the complexity of the script was increased (More than 850
lines of code) and the structure of the code was modified in such a way the output was equivalent
to the original code.
This is the readme file which describes the fortran codes:
RIM product
This product has been developed by Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory
for more information contact Andrea Santos-Garcia (asantosgarcia@gmail.com)
README file
In this folder you can find the code to obtain RIM values from CMORPH data and Aquarius. It has been developed
and tested in a linux Ubuntu 14 system. Requires the installation of gfortran-4.9.
************* Dependencies *************
This module depends in the following packages that must be installed before running the Makefile:
- HDF5: a HDF5 file reader and writer
// C++ informative line for the emacs editor: -*- C++ -*/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Copyright by The HDF Group.
*
* Copyright by the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois.
*
* All rights reserved.
*
*
*
* This file is part of HDF5. The full HDF5 copyright notice, including *
* terms governing use, modification, and redistribution, is contained in *
* the files COPYING and Copyright.html. COPYING can be found at the root *
* of the source code distribution tree; Copyright.html can be found at the *
* root level of an installed copy of the electronic HDF5 document set and *
* is linked from the top-level documents page. It can also be found at *
* http://hdfgroup.org/HDF5/doc/Copyright.html. If you do not have
*
* access to either file, you may request a copy from help@hdfgroup.org. *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */
- modFileSys: a library to manage directories and files
Copyright (c) 2013, Bálint Aradi
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY
OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
- datetime-fortran: A Fortran library for time and date manipulation. Codes for this library are already added in the
installation folder. No installation is needed for this library.
! datetime-fortran - A Fortran library for time and date manipulation
! Copyright (c) 2013-2015, Milan Curcic
!
! Licensed under the BSD-3 clause. See LICENSE for details.

********* Installation ***************
To install this RIM product install the dependencies mentioned in previous section. After that you just need to
modify the makefile, and do make in the console.
a) Modify the paths for HDF5, and modFileSys in Makefile
b) In the console:
>> make
You should obtain two executables. They are:
- regrid: This files makes a regriding of the CMORPH files, and save it as a binary readable by fortran
- main: Main method that runs RIM product for an specific day.

Preprocessing codes – CMORPH formatting
PROGRAM MAIN
IMPLICIT NONE
character(:), allocatable :: path
character (:), allocatable :: path_org
character (8) :: strdate
character (4) :: year_str
character (2) :: month_str
character (2) :: day_str
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INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

:: years
:: months
:: days

path_org = "/home/andrea/Documents/fortranProject/DataForTest/AQOriginal/2013/001/"
do years=2012,2012
write(year_str,'(I0.4)') years
do months= 1, 1
write(month_str,'(I0.2)') months
do days=1,2
write(day_str,'(I0.2)') days
strdate = year_str // month_str // day_str
print *,strdate
call READ_CMORPH_8KM('/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/201201/', &
'CMORPH_V1.0_RAW_8km-30min_' , strdate ,
'/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/testout/')
enddo
enddo
enddo

END PROGRAM MAIN
subroutine READ_CMORPH_8KM(cmorph_dir, cmorph_filename , start_date, out_dir)
use gnufor2
parameter (I8KMMAX=4948,J8KMMAX=1649,XMISSING=330,AMISSING=9999,ZERO=0,ONE=1,TEN=10,HOURMX=24)
parameter (inunit=10,inunit2=15,ioutunit=70,MTHMAX=12, IRMAX=1440, JRMAX=480,
PIXCNTTHRESH=9)
parameter (XLATMAX=60.0, XLAT1STPIXLOC=59.963614, XLATINCR= 0.072771377,
XLON1STPIX=0.036378335, XLONINCR=0.072756669)
parameter (MISSING=-9999)

character (*) :: cmorph_dir
character (*) :: cmorph_filename
character (*) :: start_date
character (*) :: out_dir
character (150) :: myfname
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

:: iyrmndy
:: iyrmndy1
:: iyrmndy2

real,dimension(IRMAX,JRMAX) :: data_out
character (8) :: date_str
character (2) :: tmp_str
character (2) :: tmp_str2
!character*1 ssmigrid(I8KMMAX,J8KMMAX),satid(I8KMMAX,J8KMMAX),
timestamp(I8KMMAX,J8KMMAX)
real*4 ssmigrid(I8KMMAX,J8KMMAX)
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real*4 ssmigridtmp(I8KMMAX,J8KMMAX)
character*120 in1ssmi, out025d
integer
imndy(MTHMAX), CMISSING
real*4 ssmipropREG(IRMAX,JRMAX), ssmipropREGCNT(IRMAX,JRMAX)
!real TMPVAL
CMISSING = 255
xres = 0.25
!write(date_str,'(I8)') start_date
! loop over the dates (a single day)
write ( 6, '(A)') start_date
out025d= out_dir // 'CMORPH_025deg_' // start_date
write(6,'(/,'' OUTDIR '',a120)') out025d
open (unit=95, file=out025d, access = 'direct', form='unformatted', recl=1440*480*4)
!read( iyrmndy, '(i8)' ) start_date
do ihr = 0, 23
!in1ssmi='/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/201201/CMORPH_V1.0_RAW_8km30min_YYYY0M0D0H'
write(tmp_str,'(I0.2)') ihr
in1ssmi=cmorph_dir // cmorph_filename // start_date // tmp_str
open (unit=10, file=in1ssmi, access = 'direct', form='unformatted', recl=4948*1649*4)
write(6,'(/,'' FILE: '',a120)') in1ssmi
do ihlfhr = 1, 2
do jreg = 1, JRMAX
do ireg = 1, IRMAX
ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg)
=ZERO
ssmipropREGCNT(ireg,jreg) =ZERO
enddo
enddo
write(tmp_str2,'(I0.2)') ihlfhr
write (6,'('' ihr, ihlfhr '',2i8)') ihr, ihlfhr
if (ihlfhr.eq.1) then
read (10, rec = 1) ssmigrid
!call image(data_temp, palette='CMY', persist='no' , terminal='png' , filename='test'//tmp_str//'.png')
!c Simply read in forward and backward advected SSMI scans
else
read (10, rec = 2) ssmigrid
endif
write(tmp_str,'(I0.2)') ihr
print *, MAXVAL(ssmigrid)
ssmigridtmp = ssmigrid
!WHERE (ssmigrid < -0.05)
! ssmigrid = 0.
!end where
do j = 1, J8KMMAX
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!c

xlat1 = XLAT1STPIXLOC - (j-1)*XLATINCR
jreg = ((XLATMAX - xlat1)/xres + 1)
do i = 1, I8KMMAX
if (ssmigrid(i,j) > -0.1) then
Determine region of 8-km pixel
xlon1 = XLON1STPIX + (i-1)*XLONINCR
ireg = (xlon1/xres + 1)
if (ireg.lt.1.or.ireg.gt.IRMAX.or.jreg.lt.1.or.jreg.gt.JRMAX) then
write (6,'(''region out of bounds'',4i8)') i, ireg, j, jreg
else
if (ssmigrid(i,j) > -0.1) then
ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg)=ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg)+ ssmigrid(i,j)
ssmipropREGCNT(ireg,jreg) = ssmipropREGCNT(ireg,jreg) + 1
endif
endif
endif
enddo
enddo
do jreg = 1, JRMAX
do ireg = 1, IRMAX
if (ssmipropREGCNT(ireg,jreg).ge.1) then
ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg)=ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg)/ssmipropREGCNT(ireg,jreg)
else
ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg) = MISSING
!ssmipropREG(ireg,jreg) = 0
endif
enddo
enddo

!call image(ssmigrid,palette='CMY', persist='no',terminal='png' , &
!filename=out_dir//'/input'//tmp_str//'.png')
PRINT *,MAXVAL(ssmipropREG)
call image(ssmipropREG,palette='CMY', persist='no',terminal='png' , &
filename=out_dir//'/regrid'//tmp_str//'-'//tmp_str2//'.png')
write (95, rec=ihr*2 + ihlfhr) ssmipropREG
enddo
enddo
!write (95, rec=1) data_out
close(95)
end subroutine

Main Process codes – Rain Accumulation and Rim Product Calculation
!This product has been developed by Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory January 2016
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!for more information contact Andrea Santos-Garcia (asantosgarcia@gmail.com)
PROGRAM MAIN
use libmodfilesys_module
USE HDF5 ! This module contains all necessary modules
use gnufor2
USE datetime_module,ONLY:datetime
IMPLICIT NONE
TYPE(datetime) :: a
type(dirdesc) :: dir
character (:), allocatable :: fname
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2) :: lat_dims,long_dims,anc_sss_dims
real, allocatable,dimension(:,:) :: lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss, sec
character(:), allocatable :: path
character (:), allocatable :: path_org
character (150) :: strdate
character (4) :: year_str
character (2) :: month_str
character (2) :: day_str
character (4) :: year_str2
character (2) :: month_str2
character (2) :: day_str2
character (3) :: dayyear_str
INTEGER :: years
INTEGER :: months
INTEGER :: days
INTEGER :: dayoftheyear
integer :: dimNameOut,ind
character(:), allocatable :: outputdir
character(:), allocatable :: outputfile
real,dimension(480,1440,48) :: data_out1
real,dimension(480,1440,48) :: data_out2
real,dimension(480,1440,96) :: precipitation_new
! chose a date
year_str = '2012'
month_str = '01'
day_str = '02'
path_org = "/home/andrea/Documents/fortranProject/DataForTest/AQOriginal/"
outputdir = "/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/finalout/"
read (year_str,'(I10)') years
read (month_str,'(I10)') months
read (day_str,'(I10)') days

! Initialize:
a = datetime(years,months,days,0,0,0,0)

! 2013-01-01 00:00:00.000

! Read cmorph for that day. data_out1 have current day
strdate = year_str // month_str // day_str
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print *,strdate
call READ_25degCMORPH('CMORPH_025deg_' , strdate , &
'/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/testout/', data_out1)
! Find the day of the year
dayoftheyear = a%yearday()
write(dayyear_str,'(I0.3)') dayoftheyear
! Day before
CALL a%addDays(-1)
write(year_str2,'(I0.4)') a%year
write(month_str2,'(I0.2)') a%month
write(day_str2,'(I0.2)') a%day
strdate = year_str2 // month_str2 // day_str2
print *,strdate
! Read cmorph for previous day. data_out2 have previous day data
call READ_25degCMORPH('CMORPH_025deg_' , strdate , &
'/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/testout/', data_out2)
precipitation_new(:,:,1:48) = data_out2
precipitation_new(:,:,49:96) = data_out1
!
! THIS PATH MUST BE INTEGRATED WITH DATES OF CMORPH
path_org = path_org // "/" // year_str //"/"// dayyear_str //"/"
call opendir(path_org, dir)
path = dir%next_filename()
do while (len(path) > 0)
print *,path
year_str = path(2:5)
month_str = path(6:7)
day_str = path(9:10)
read (year_str,'(I10)') years
read (month_str,'(I10)') months
read (day_str,'(I10)') days
!write(*, "(A)") path
fname= path_org // path
print *, fname
CALL READ_AQ_DIMS(fname,lat_dims,long_dims,anc_sss_dims)
allocate(long(long_dims(1), long_dims(2)))
allocate(lat(lat_dims(1), lat_dims(2)))
allocate(long_ind(long_dims(1), long_dims(2)))
allocate(lat_ind(lat_dims(1), lat_dims(2)))
allocate(anc_sss(anc_sss_dims(1), anc_sss_dims(2)))
allocate(sec(1, anc_sss_dims(2)))
CALL READ_AQ(fname,lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss,sec,lat_dims)
! COMPUTE RIM
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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outputfile = outputdir // path(1:14)// "_RIM_V1_0"
dimNameOut=len(outputfile)
CALL COMPUTE_RIM(years,months,days,precipitation_new,long,lat,
long_ind,lat_ind,anc_sss,sec,lat_dims,outputfile,dimNameOut)
deallocate(long)
deallocate(lat)
deallocate(long_ind)
deallocate(lat_ind)
deallocate(anc_sss)
deallocate(sec)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
path = dir%next_filename()
end do
END PROGRAM MAIN

subroutine COMPUTE_RIM(year,month,day, precipitation_new,long,lat, long_ind, lat_ind, anc_sss, sec,lat_dims,
outputfile,dimNameOut)
USE HDF5 ! This module contains all necessary modules
IMPLICIT NONE
!parameter (NAN=-9999)
INTEGER :: NAN = -9999
INTEGER :: year
INTEGER :: month
INTEGER :: day
real,dimension(480,1440,96) :: precipitation_new
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2) :: lat_dims
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss,ind_row,ind_col
real,dimension(1,lat_dims(2)) :: sec
integer :: dimNameOut
character(dimNameOut) :: outputfile
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: RIM_SSS , RIM_SSS10, RR, pss, bf_IRR,deltaRim
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2),48) :: RRain, bf_RA
integer, dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: flag1,flag2
real :: z,z2,kz1,w1,w2,w3,w4,ww,hyc,cc1,cc2,timeins,dilf,rim,dilf10,rim10,mindelta,maxdelta,pick, testVar
real,dimension(13) :: wVec
real,dimension(13,48) :: time,cc,dilM,dilM10
real,dimension(13,49) :: wMat,t_rain,dil_Hyst,dil_Hyst10,t_rain_temp
real,dimension(1,48) :: sample_time, t_dif
real,dimension(13) :: dilIns,dil,indNan2,dilIns10,dil10
real,dimension(49) ::rain_w,bf
integer,dimension(13,49):: indNan1
integer :: itemp,a,b,aa,bb,id1
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integer, dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: f_dim!This matrix is created to filter out values
integer :: sum_index
real, allocatable,dimension(:) :: lat_indF,long_indF,ind_rowF,ind_colF,id_1
!Initialize NAN arrays
RIM_SSS(:,:) = NAN
RIM_SSS10(:,:) = NAN
RR(:,:) = NAN
pss(:,:) = NAN
bf_IRR(:,:) = NAN
bf_RA(:,:,:) = NAN
RRain(:,:,:) = NAN
flag1(:,:) = 1
flag2(:,:) = 1
t_rain(:,:)=NAN
! Depth Parameters
z=0.005 !This is the depth used to calculate RIM
z2=10 !This is depth used to calculate a reference at 10 meters to later calculate the probability of stratification per
orbit
!Coeficiente
cc1=11
cc2=5.7
! Vertical Difussion
kz1=1*1E-4 ! Vertical diffussivity constant
! Antenna parameters
! Weighting parameters to calculate the average over the AQ foot print
w1=0.0332
w2=0.0295
w3=0.0263
w4=0.0215
wVec(:)=(/ w4,w3,w2,w3,w4,w2,w1,w2,w4,w3,w2,w3,w4 /)
! initialize wMat
do itemp=1,49
wMat(:,itemp)=wVec(:)
end do
! Time vector for CMORPH
! Initialize time
do itemp=1,48
time(1,itemp)= (24*3600)-1800*(itemp-1)
end do
do itemp=2,13
time(itemp,:)=time(1,:)
end do
ww=0.0332+0.0295*4+0.0263*4+0.0215*4
sample_time(1,:) = (/(itemp*0.5, itemp=0, 47)/)
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!Initializing matrix for indexes fitering
ind_col(1,:) = (/(itemp*1, itemp=1, lat_dims(2))/)
ind_col(2,:)=ind_col(1,:)
ind_col(3,:)=ind_col(1,:)
ind_row(1,:)=1
ind_row(2,:)=2
ind_row(3,:)=3
!!!!!!!!Filtering intersection areas between AQ and CMORPH
where(lat_ind.ge.(121+2) .AND. lat_ind.le.(600-2) .AND. long_ind.ge.(1+2) .AND. long_ind.le.(1440-2))
flag1= 0
elsewhere
flag1=1
endwhere
lat_indF= pack(lat_ind,lat_ind.ge.(121+2) .AND. lat_ind.le.(600-2)
long_ind.le.(1440-2))
long_indF= pack(long_ind,lat_ind.ge.(121+2) .AND. lat_ind.le.(600-2)
long_ind.le.(1440-2))
ind_rowF= pack(ind_row,lat_ind.ge.(121+2) .AND. lat_ind.le.(600-2)
long_ind.le.(1440-2))
ind_colF= pack(ind_col,lat_ind.ge.(121+2) .AND. lat_ind.le.(600-2)
long_ind.le.(1440-2))
!Creating cc matrix
do itemp=1,48
cc(1,itemp)=600+(itemp-1)*25
end do
do itemp=2,13
cc(itemp,:)=cc(1,:)
end do
cc=cc/(3600*cc1)
!
do itemp=1,size(lat_indF)
b=ind_colF(itemp) !lat ind for AQ data
a=ind_rowF(itemp) !lon ind for AQ data
aa=lat_indF(itemp)-120 !lat restricted between [-60,60]
bb=long_indF(itemp) !% lon
! print *,sample_time
t_dif=(sample_time-(sec(1,b)/3600))
! print *,sec
! print *,(sec(1,b)/3600),"indices",b,a
hyc=anc_sss(a,b)
!Calculation of Rain History
pick= maxval(pack(t_dif,t_dif .lt. 0))
id_1=maxloc(pack(t_dif,t_dif .lt. 0))
id1=id_1(1)
timeIns=-pick*3600;
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.AND.

long_ind.ge.(1+2)

.AND.

.AND. long_ind.ge.(1+2) .AND.
.AND.

long_ind.ge.(1+2)

.AND.

.AND.

long_ind.ge.(1+2)

.AND.

t_rain(1,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa-2,bb,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(1,:)))
t_rain(2,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa-1,bb-1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(2,:)))
t_rain(3,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa-1,bb,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(3,:)))
t_rain(4,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa-1,bb+1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(4,:)))
t_rain(5,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa,bb-2,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(5,:)))
t_rain(6,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa,bb-1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(6,:)))
t_rain(7,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa,bb,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(7,:)))
t_rain(8,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa,bb+1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(8,:)))
t_rain(9,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa,bb+2,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(9,:)))
t_rain(10,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa+1,bb-1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(10,:)))
t_rain(11,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa+1,bb,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(11,:)))
t_rain(12,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa+1,bb+1,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(12,:)))
t_rain(13,:)=reshape(precipitation_new(aa+2,bb,id1:id1+48),shape(t_rain(13,:)))
where (t_rain .ge. 0)
indNan1=1
elsewhere
indNan1=0
endwhere
indNan2=(sum(indNan1,2))
where (indNan2 .gt. 0)
indNan2=1
elsewhere
indNan2=0
endwhere
!Applying the weighting to the rain average calculation
rain_w(:)=SUM((t_rain*indNan1*wMat),1)/(SUM((wMat*indNan1),1))
!!!!!!!!!!!!!CALCULATION OF RIM @ Surface!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dilM=(1+(((t_rain(:,1:48)*indNan1(:,1:48)*(cc/1000))/(SQRT(time*kz1)))*EXP((-z**2)/(4*kz1*time))))
dilIns=(1+(((t_rain(:,49)*indNan1(:,49)*((1800*cc2)/3600)/(1000))/(sqrt(timeIns*kz1)))*exp((z**2)/(4*kz1*timeIns))))
dil_Hyst(1:13,1:48)=dilM
dil_Hyst(1:13,49)=dilIns
!finding nan positions in dil_Hyst
where (dil_Hyst .lt. -50)
dil_Hyst=1
endwhere
dil=(product(dil_Hyst,2))**(-1)
dilf=(sum((dil*wVec*indNan2),1))/(sum(wVec*indNan2,1))
rim=hyc*dilf;
! print *,rim
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!End RIM Calculation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!CALCULATION OF RIM @ 10 meters!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dilM10=(1+(((t_rain(:,1:48)*indNan1(:,1:48)*(cc/1000))/(SQRT(time*kz1)))*EXP((-z2**2)/(4*kz1*time))))
dilIns10=(1+(((t_rain(:,49)*indNan1(:,49)*((1800*cc2)/3600)/(1000))/(sqrt(timeIns*kz1)))*exp((z2**2)/(4*kz1*timeIns))))
dil_Hyst10(1:13,1:48)=dilM10
dil_Hyst10(1:13,49)=dilIns10
!finding nan positions in dil_Hyst
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where (dil_Hyst10 .lt. -50)
dil_Hyst10=1
endwhere
dil10=(product(dil_Hyst10,2))**(-1)
dilf10=(sum((dil10*wVec*indNan2),1))/(sum(wVec*indNan2,1))
rim10=hyc*dilf10;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!End RIM Calculation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!Saving Variable!!!!!!
RIM_SSS(a,b)=rim
RIM_SSS10(a,b)=rim10
RRain(a,b,:)=rain_w(1:48)
RR(a,b)=rain_w(49)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!calculating beam fraction BF
t_rain_temp=t_rain
where (t_rain_temp .le. 0.25)
t_rain_temp=0
endwhere
bf(:)= (sum(t_rain_temp*wMat,1))/ww
bf_IRR(a,b)=bf(49)
bf_RA(a,b,:)=bf(1:48)
if (RR(a,b)== -9999) then
flag2(a,b)= 1
else
flag2(a,b)=0
endif
end do
!!!!!!!Calculating the probability of stratification PS
deltaRim=RIM_SSS10-RIM_SSS
mindelta=minval(deltaRim)
maxdelta=maxval(deltaRim)
pss=(deltaRim-mindelta)*((1-0)/(maxdelta-mindelta))+0;
where (flag1==1 .or. flag2==1)
pss=NAN
bf_IRR=NAN
RIM_SSS=NAN
endwhere
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
CALL
WRITE_OUTPUT(RIM_SSS,RR,RRain,pss,bf_IRR,bf_RA,flag1,flag2,lat_dims,lat,long,anc_sss,sec,outputfile,dim
NameOut)
deallocate(lat_indF)
deallocate(long_indF)
deallocate(ind_rowF)
deallocate(ind_colF)
deallocate(id_1)
end subroutine COMPUTE_RIM
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subroutine
WRITE_OUTPUT(RIM_SSS,RR,RRain,pss,bf_IRR,bf_RA,flag1,flag2,lat_dims,lat,long,anc_sss,sec,filename,dim
NameOut)
USE HDF5 ! This module contains all necessary modules
IMPLICIT NONE
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2) :: lat_dims
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: RIM_SSS, RR, pss, bf_IRR,lat,long,anc_sss
integer,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: flag1,flag2
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2),48) :: RRain,bf_RA
real,dimension(1,lat_dims(2)) :: sec
integer :: dimNameOut
character(dimNameOut):: filename
!
!CHARACTER(LEN=300),
PARAMETER
::
filename
"/home/andrea/Documents/extrasFortran/testAndrea/salinity/testout/RIMTestJanuary.h5" ! File name
!File ID
INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id

! File identifier

!Variables for creating groups
CHARACTER(LEN=15), PARAMETER :: groupname1 = "/AQ_data" ! Group name
CHARACTER(LEN=18), PARAMETER :: groupname2 = "/Ancillary_Info" ! Group name
CHARACTER(LEN=15), PARAMETER :: groupname3 = "/Rain_Impact" ! Group name
CHARACTER(LEN=15), PARAMETER :: groupname4 = "/Rain_Product" ! Group name
!Datasets names
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_anc_SSS = "AQ_data/anc_SSS"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_beam_Clat = "AQ_data/beam_Clat"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_beam_Clon = "AQ_data/beam_Clon"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_sec = "AQ_data/sec"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=30), PARAMETER :: dsetname_flag1 = "Ancillary_Info/status_Flag1"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=30), PARAMETER :: dsetname_flag2 = "Ancillary_Info/status_Flag2"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_BF_IRR = "Rain_Impact/BF_IRR"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_BF_RA = "Rain_Impact/BF_RA"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_PSS = "Rain_Impact/PSS" ! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_RIM = "Rain_Impact/RIM"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_IRR = "Rain_Product/IRR"
! Dataset name
CHARACTER(LEN=20), PARAMETER :: dsetname_RR = "Rain_Product/RR" ! Dataset name
!Group Identifiers
INTEGER(HID_T) :: group1_id, group2_id, group3_id, group4_id ! Group identifiers
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! Datasets and dataspace Identifiers
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_anc_SSS
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_beam_Clat
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_beam_Clon
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_sec
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_flag1
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_flag2
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_BF_IRR
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_BF_RA
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_PSS
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_RIM
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_IRR
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id_RR

! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier
! Dataset identifier

INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_anc_SSS
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_beam_Clat
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_beam_Clon
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_sec
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_flag1
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_flag2
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_BF_IRR
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_BF_RA
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_PSS
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_RIM
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_IRR
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dspace_id_RR

! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier
! Dataspace identifier

! Datasets dimensions
INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(2) :: dims
! Dataset dimensions
INTEGER(HSIZE_T), DIMENSION(3) :: dims1! Dataset dimensions
INTEGER :: rank = 2
INTEGER :: rank1 = 3
!INTEGER :: i, j
!INTEGER :: error ! Error flag
INTEGER

! Dataset rank
! Dataset rank

:: error ! Error flag

!!!!!!!
dims(1)=lat_dims(1)
dims(2)=lat_dims(2)
dims1(1)=lat_dims(1)
dims1(2)=lat_dims(2)
dims1(3)=48
!!!!!!!
print *,filename
! Initialize FORTRAN interface.
CALL h5open_f(error)
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! Create a new file using default properties.
CALL h5fcreate_f(filename, H5F_ACC_TRUNC_F, file_id, error)

!!!!!!!!Creating Group 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create group1 in the root group using absolute name.
CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, groupname1, group1_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!DATA SPACES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create the dataspace anc_SSS
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_anc_SSS, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_anc_SSS, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_anc_SSS, &
dset_id_anc_SSS, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_anc_SSS, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, anc_sss, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_anc_SSS, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_anc_SSS, error)
! Create the dataspace beam_Clat
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_beam_Clat, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_beam_Clat, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_beam_Clat,
& dset_id_beam_Clat, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_beam_Clat, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, lat, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_beam_Clat, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_beam_Clat, error)
! Create the dataspace beam_Clon
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_beam_Clon , error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_beam_Clon , H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_beam_Clon
, & dset_id_beam_Clon, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_beam_Clon, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, long, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_beam_Clon , error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_beam_Clon , error)
! Create the dataspace sec
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_sec, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_sec, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_sec, &
dset_id_sec, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_sec, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, sec, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
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CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_sec, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_sec, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Close the group1.
CALL h5gclose_f(group1_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!Creating Group 2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create group2 in the root group using absolute name.
CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, groupname2, group2_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!DATA SPACES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create the dataspace status_flag1
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_flag1, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_flag1, H5T_NATIVE_INTEGER, dspace_id_flag1, &
dset_id_flag1, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_flag1, H5T_NATIVE_INTEGER, flag1, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_flag1, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_flag1, error)
! Create the dataspace status_flag2
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_flag2, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_flag2, H5T_NATIVE_INTEGER, dspace_id_flag2, &
dset_id_flag2, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_flag2, H5T_NATIVE_INTEGER, flag2, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_flag2, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_flag2, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Close the group2.
CALL h5gclose_f(group2_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! !!!!!!!!Creating Group 3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ! Create group3 in the root group using absolute name.
CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, groupname3, group3_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!DATA SPACES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create the dataspace BF_IRR
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_BF_IRR, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_BF_IRR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_BF_IRR, &
dset_id_BF_IRR, error)
! Write the dataset.
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CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_BF_IRR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, BF_IRR, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_BF_IRR, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_BF_IRR, error)
! Create the dataspace BF_RA
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank1, dims1, dspace_id_BF_RA, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_BF_RA, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_BF_RA, &
dset_id_BF_RA, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_BF_RA, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, BF_RA, dims1, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_BF_RA, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_BF_RA, error)
! Create the dataspace PSS
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_PSS, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_PSS, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_PSS, &
dset_id_PSS, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_PSS, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, pss, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_PSS, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_PSS, error)
! Create the dataspace RIM
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_RIM, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_RIM,H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_RIM, &
dset_id_RIM, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_RIM, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, RIM_SSS, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_RIM, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_RIM, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Close the group3.
CALL h5gclose_f(group3_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!Creating Group 4!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create group4 in the root group using absolute name.
CALL h5gcreate_f(file_id, groupname4, group4_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!DATA SPACES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Create the dataspace IRR
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank, dims, dspace_id_IRR, error)
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! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_IRR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_IRR, &
dset_id_IRR, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_IRR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL,RR, dims, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_IRR, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_IRR, error)
! Create the dataspace RR
CALL h5screate_simple_f(rank1, dims1, dspace_id_RR, error)
! Create the dataset with default properties.
CALL h5dcreate_f(file_id, dsetname_RR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, dspace_id_RR, &
dset_id_RR, error)
! Write the dataset.
CALL h5dwrite_f(dset_id_RR, H5T_NATIVE_REAL,RRain, dims1, error)
! End access to the dataset and release resources used by it.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id_RR, error)
! Terminate access to the data space.
CALL h5sclose_f(dspace_id_RR, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!Close the group4
CALL h5gclose_f(group4_id, error)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Close the file.
CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)
! Close FORTRAN interface.
CALL h5close_f(error)
end subroutine WRITE_OUTPUT
!read a cmorph file with re-griding
subroutine READ_25degCMORPH(fname , fdate , fdir, data_out)
use gnufor2
character *120 myfilename
character (*) :: fname
character (*) :: fdir
character (*) :: fdate
character (2) :: tmp_str
real,dimension(480,1440, 48) :: data_out
real,dimension(1440,480) :: data_temp
real,dimension(480,1440) :: dataTemp
integer :: indRow
myfilename= fdir // fname // fdate
write (6,*) myfilename
open (unit=4, file=myfilename, access = 'direct', form='unformatted', recl=1440*480*4)
do ireg=1,48
!PRINT *, IREG
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!
!
!

!
!
!

read (4, rec=ireg) data_temp
WHERE (data_temp < -0.05)
data_temp = 0.
end where
dataTemp=TRANSPOSE(data_temp)
do indRow=1,480
data_out(481-indRow,:,ireg) =dataTemp(indRow,:)
enddo
write(tmp_str,'(I0.2)') ireg
call image(data_out(:,:,1), palette='CMY', persist='no' , terminal='png' , filename='test'//tmp_str//'.png')
enddo
PRINT *,'closing file'
close(4)

end subroutine READ_25degCMORPH
!this function reads the dimensions of the data (to allocate )
subroutine READ_AQ_DIMS(fname,lat_dims, long_dims, anc_sss_dims)
USE HDF5 ! This module contains all necessary modules
IMPLICIT NONE
character (*) :: fname
INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id
! File identifier
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id
! Dataset identifier
INTEGER :: error ! Error flag
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dataspace ! Dataspace identifier
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2):: lat_dims,long_dims, anc_sss_dims
!
!Variables used in reading data back
!
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2):: dimsr
INTEGER :: rankr
!
CALL h5open_f(error)
! Open an existing file.
CALL h5fopen_f (fname, H5F_ACC_RDWR_F, file_id, error)
! LONG DIMS
! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Navigation/beam_clon" , dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
!Get dataspace's rank.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_ndims_f(dataspace, rankr, error)
!Get dataspace's dimensions.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_dims_f(dataspace, dimsr, long_dims, error)
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! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! LATITUDE DIMS
! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Navigation/beam_clat" , dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
!Get dataspace's rank.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_ndims_f(dataspace, rankr, error)
!Get dataspace's dimensions.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_dims_f(dataspace, dimsr, lat_dims, error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! ANC_SS DIMS
! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Aquarius Data/anc_SSS" , dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
!Get dataspace's rank.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_ndims_f(dataspace, rankr, error)
!Get dataspace's dimensions.
CALL h5sget_simple_extent_dims_f(dataspace, dimsr, anc_sss_dims, error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

!
! Close the file.
!
CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)
!
! Close FORTRAN interface.
!
CALL h5close_f(error)
end subroutine READ_AQ_DIMS

! read info from aquarius orbit (lat,long, lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss, sec ,)
subroutine READ_AQ(fname,lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss, sec , lat_dims)
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USE HDF5 ! This module contains all necessary modules
IMPLICIT NONE
character (*) :: fname
CHARACTER(*), PARAMETER :: dsetname = "Navigation/beam_clon"
INTEGER(HID_T) :: file_id
! File identifier
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dset_id
! Dataset identifier
INTEGER :: error ! Error flag
INTEGER :: i, j
INTEGER(HID_T) :: dataspace ! Dataspace identifier
!REAL, dimension(2,3):: lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss, attributes
integer(HSIZE_T), dimension(1:2) :: lat_dims, sec_dims
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: lat,long,lat_ind,long_ind,anc_sss
real,dimension(1,lat_dims(2)) :: sec
logical,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: temp
real,dimension(lat_dims(1),lat_dims(2)) :: temp2

sec_dims(1)=1
sec_dims(1)=lat_dims(2)
CALL h5open_f(error)
! Open an existing file.
CALL h5fopen_f (fname, H5F_ACC_RDWR_F, file_id, error)
! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Navigation/beam_clon", dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
! Read the dataset.
CALL h5dread_f(dset_id, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, long, lat_dims,error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Navigation/beam_clat", dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
! Read the dataset.
CALL h5dread_f(dset_id, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, lat, lat_dims,error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! Open an existing dataset.
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! Dataset name

CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Block Attributes/sec", dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)
! Read the dataset.
CALL h5dread_f(dset_id, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, sec, sec_dims,error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! Open an existing dataset.
CALL h5dopen_f(file_id, "Aquarius Data/anc_SSS", dset_id, error)
!Get dataset's dataspace handle.
CALL h5dget_space_f(dset_id, dataspace, error)

! Read the dataset.
CALL h5dread_f(dset_id, H5T_NATIVE_REAL, anc_sss, lat_dims,error)
! Close the dataset.
CALL h5dclose_f(dset_id, error)

! Close the file.
CALL h5fclose_f(file_id, error)
! Close FORTRAN interface.
CALL h5close_f(error)

lat_ind= nint((-lat+90.125)/0.25)
where (lat_ind==721) lat_ind = 720
long_ind= long
where (long_ind<0) long_ind = long_ind + 360
long_ind = nint( (long_ind+0.125)/.25)
end subroutine READ_AQ
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